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Grow with Heutink.

Heutink provides the best in sustainably made, high quality 

educational materials. Together with our team of education 

specialists we design, develop and manufacture innovative 

brands that support play based learning and child 

development. Based on internationally proven curricula and 

standards to support educator goals, we extend the passion 

for our brands with training and support for parents, 

teachers and distributors. 

Our assortment includes a special selection of superior 

quality brands. Furthermore, we believe in creative 

collaboration and provide a wide range of customizable 

Heutink educational products. We encourage you to partner 

with us in original equipment manufacturing (OEM) to create 

solutions for your brand. 

www.heutink-usa.com   

Our catalog has been created with the utmost care, however it may contain content errors or inaccuracies. 
All rights reserved. For our terms and conditions, refer to our website: www.heutink-usa.com.
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Heutink • More than 103 years of experience

Early years 

For over a century, Heutink has brought craftsmanship and quality to educational 

supplies. The Netherlands-based family business was founded by Reinier 

Willem Heutink in 1911. Initially, the focus was on selling bibles and books, but 

entrepreneurial spirit grew the range of available products distributed. Heutink 

soon began supplying complete school furnishings from blackboards and chalk 

to pencils and notebooks. By 1912 Heutink furnished and equipped its first 

complete school. 

Bertus Heutink shared his father’s enthusiasm for the education business. Under his management, 

Heutink became the Dutch education market distribution leader. Today, the third generation, Jessica 

Heutink and son in law, Henk Fokke, lead the Heutink Group as a multi-national distribution and 

manufacturing business with a forward thinking global vision.  

Collaborating with people who share our passion for global education is one of the ways the Heutink 

family hopes to continually thrive and grow.
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Our • Brands

Educo
Our play based early learning manipulatives inspire great things in children. Acquired in 2001, 

Educo education fulfi lls the learning objectives that pre-school and kindergarten teachers require. 

The Heutink education team has designed the program to focus on the joy of structured as well 

as free play. We endeavor to provide the widest assortment of relevant and enjoyable learning 

manipulatives, games and environments for children. Educo is a trusted resource of teachers 

worldwide and is aligned with common core state standards. We have also designed 10 Educo game 

apps available through iTunes.

www.educo.com

Jegro 
We are proud to offer STEAM related materials. In 2013 the Jegro brand was added to our portfolio 

because of the diverse selection of math manipulatives for students through 6th grade.  

www.jegro.com

Arts & Crafts
Our arts and crafts materials are extensive and very creative. These materials allow children of all 

ages and ability to develop their motor skills, social and emotional intelligence, spatial orientation, 

concentration, communication and problem solving skills. 

www.heutinkartsandcrafts.com

Special selection • by Heutink

Parent engagement in early learning is vital to the success of the school and child. In partnership 

with Hape’ Toys we created a revolutionary program of what we call “home education”. Spring 

boarding off of 16 Educo classroom designs, while including the power of play and the pleasure of 

great design, a star was born. Hape’ Home Education is specifi cally designed to bring parents and 

guardians a fun and innovative way to teach young children through play. However, often it is the 

children who end up teaching the parent.

Traveling the globe brings the advantage of fi nding exceptional products that deserve to be brought 

to the attention of others in the education market. That is why we bring you our special selections. 

We offer the world class trikes from Winther and the fantastic musical instruments of Fouzeau.

Nienhuis Montessori 
We also have a special Nienhuis Montessori catalog. Nienhuis Montessori was founded in 1929 by Albert 

Nienhuis, who personally collaborated with Maria Montessori to create products which refl ected her 

vision. Children have a natural drive to learn and need the opportunity to do so, freely. Through Nienhuis 

Montessori, Heutink continues the tradition of encouraging children with such independent inquiry in 

learning. Heutink uses only the best materials which are crafted with care and a commitment to fi ne detail 

in the Nienhuis standard. We combine skill with technology and have been doing so for over 80 years. 

Endorsed by the Association Montessori International, Nienhuis is a leading brand of Montessori materials.

www.nienhuis.com

Heutink USA | 150 S. Whisman Road, Mountain View, CA 94041-1512, USA
T 1-650-964-2735 or 1-800-942-8697 | F 1-650-964-8162 | info@heutink-usa.com | www.heutink-usa.com Nienhuis 2015-2016 catalog
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Making the world • a better place

We keep children and the environment in mind. Therefore, we focus on high-quality, safe and 

sustainable educational products. Our main production principles are quality, safety, and durability. 

Our main business principles involve giving back to our communities and supporting high-quality 

education for all children.

Quality 
We use sustainable materials, such as wood from European forests and European water-based inks 

and paints. A strict quality control guarantees unsurpassed products. 

Safety 
Our products meet the demands of various toy safety regulations and comply with the Directive 

2009/48/EC on the safety of toys, including EN71 and ASTM. 

Durability 
Our products are designed and manufactured to endure a tough classroom life for many years.

Giving 
Edukans believes in education as the most sustainable form of development. Worldwide, 61 million 

children do not attend school. The Heutink group is a proud sponsor of Edukans shoe buddies 

program. www.schoenmaatjes.edukans.nl

Custom and Private Label solutions

Heutink International lets you add your brand name or logo to products which are part of the very 

best education brands worldwide. Have you developed an idea for an innovative product? Heutink 

International can help you to realize your goals and help you with your personal branding. We offer 

the option to manufacture your product in one of our factories giving your product the best quality at 

a great price. Please contact us for information about prices and options.

Common Core State Standards
As a quality manufacturer of school materials, Heutink USA is proud to align with CCSS. 

We believe in fostering a scaffolded and balanced approach to teaching while encouraging 

children to persevere in their lifelong learning journey.  More information check page: 14

Mathematics
Common Core State Standards

Counting and Cardinality

Measurement and Data

Operations in Algebraic Thinking

Geometry

Numbers and Operations in Base Ten

Core skill

Core skill

Core skill

Core skill

Core skill

CC

MD

OA

G

NBT

Life and science
Next Generation Science Standards 

Motion and Stability: forces and interactions K-PS2

Energy K-PS3

From Molecules to Organisms: structures and processes K-LS1

Earth’s Systems K-ESS2

Earth and Human activity K-ESS3

Science skill

Science skill

Science skill

Science skill

Science skill

PS2

PS3

LS1

ESS2

ESS3

Language
Common Core State Standards

Reading - Literature

Reading - Informational Texts

Reading Foundational Skills

Writing

Speaking and Listening

Language

Core skill

Core skill

Core skill

Core skill

Core skill

Core skill

RL

RI

RF

W

SL

L

National Governors Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers. (2010). Common Core State Standards. Washington, DC: Authors.

NGSS Lead States. 2013. Next Generation Science Standards: For States, By States. Washington, DC: The National Academies Press.*NGSS is a registered trademark 

of Achieve. Neither Achieve nor the lead states and partners that developed the Next Generation Science Standards was involved in the production of, and does not 

endorse, this product.**© Copyright 2013 Achieve, Inc. All rights reserved

Core skills • Hands on learning
Educo introduces young children to language, reading, mathematics and writing in a playful and 

creative way. Our educational products integrate playing and learning. 

The Educo curriculum prepares children to become critical thinkers by enhancing their core skills.

Our Core Skill coding system easily guides you to games for specific skills.

Connecting to Common Core State Standards and Next Generation Science Standards Educo 

games encourage early learners experience and understanding of the world.

14
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Educating • the world
European education design brought to 65 countries.

1   Heutink USA
North, Central and South America

150 S. Whisman Road

Mountain View, CA 94041-1512

USA

T 1-650-964-2735

T 1-800-942-8697

F 1-650-964-8162

info@heutink-usa.com

Brand specialist Nienhuis Montessori

Karen Kenison

k.kenison@heutink-usa.com

T 1-650-964-2735

Brand specialist Educo and Jegro

Christine Merril

c.merrill@heutink-usa.com

M 1-480-433-0525

2   Heutink International
Zelhem, Netherlands

3   Educationall Group
Hong Kong, Republic of China
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Language play

Motor play

Puzzle play

Toys
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Mathematics
Common Core State Standards

Counting and Cardinality

Measurement and Data

Operations in Algebraic Thinking

Geometry

Numbers and Operations in Base Ten

Core skill

Core skill

Core skill

Core skill

Core skill

CC

MD

OA

G

NBT

Life and science
Next Generation Science Standards 

Motion and Stability: forces and interactions K-PS2

Energy K-PS3

From Molecules to Organisms: structures and processes K-LS1

Earth’s Systems K-ESS2

Earth and Human activity K-ESS3

Science skill

Science skill

Science skill

Science skill

Science skill

PS2

PS3

LS1

ESS2

ESS3

Language
Common Core State Standards

Reading - Literature

Reading - Informational Texts

Reading Foundational Skills

Writing

Speaking and Listening

Language

Core skill

Core skill

Core skill

Core skill

Core skill

Core skill

RL

RI

RF

W

SL

L

National Governors Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers. (2010). Common Core State Standards. Washington, DC: Authors.

NGSS Lead States. 2013. Next Generation Science Standards: For States, By States. Washington, DC: The National Academies Press.*NGSS is a registered trademark 

of Achieve. Neither Achieve nor the lead states and partners that developed the Next Generation Science Standards was involved in the production of, and does not 

endorse, this product.**© Copyright 2013 Achieve, Inc. All rights reserved

01.01Educo 02Mathematical play

Core skills • Hands on learning
Educo introduces young children to language, reading, mathematics and writing in a playful and 

creative way. Our educational products integrate playing and learning. 

The Educo curriculum prepares children to become critical thinkers by enhancing their core skills.

Our Core Skill coding system easily guides you to games for specific skills.

Connecting to Common Core State Standards and Next Generation Science Standards Educo 

games encourage early learners experience and understanding of the world.
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01.01Educo 02Mathematical play

Number sense and counting

Number sense and counting are all about getting to know the symbols, meaning, positions, and representations of numbers. The main goal 
for children is to be able to use the symbols and ordinals, determine an amount and develop insight into quantities and meaning of numbers. 
Counting objects, dialing a phone number and connecting numbers to quantities are activities which stimulate number sense and counting.

Mathematical play >> Numeracy >> Number sense and counting

Find and count
Core skill CC   

Look at and explore the highly detailed 
theme board scenes. Count the assigned 
images. Children keep track of each image 
found by placing a bead on the stand.  
Flip the game strip over for the answers  
- shown in both dots and numbers.  
Self-checking.

Contents:
6 theme boards
6 assignment strips (coded by themes; key 
on reverse)
50 beads
wooden stand
manual 

Wooden box with lid (36 x 24 x 8.5 cm).

Find and count on color
Core skill CC   

A fun way to learn about colors, counting 
and number sense. Look at and explore 
the colorful theme boards. Assignment 
strips show 4 colors. For each item found 
in that color, place a bead on the stand. 
Flip the game strip over for the answers - 
shown in both dots and numbers.  
Self-checking.

Contents:
6 theme boards
6 assignment strips (coded by themes;  
key on reverse)
50 beads
wooden stand
manual

Wooden box with lid (36 x 24 x 8.5 cm).

E523041  find and count on color 

Available separately
E523066  additional wooden stand
E522886  set of 100 red beads

E522884  find and count 

Available separately
E522885  additional wooden stand
E522886  set of 100 red beads

Find and count up to 20
Core skill NBT   

Find the four assigned theme items.  
Each item has two poles to record the 
count with beads. 

Contents:
6 theme boards
6 assignment strips (coded by themes; key 
on reverse)
100 beads
wooden stand
manual 

Wooden box with lid (36 x 24 x 8.5 cm).

E523240  find and count until 20

Available separately
E523244  additional wooden stand
E522886  set of 100 red beads

Counting memo
Core skill CC   

Play games using one to one 
correspondence or by matching identical 
numerals. Children’s counting,
matching and memorization skills are 
strengthened. Game boards can provide 
a starting point for play or use cards 
individually to create match and memory 
games.

Contents:
6 game boards
48 cards with numbers
dots and images
manual

Wooden box with lid (34 x 20 x 7 cm).

E523042  counting memo 
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01.01Educo 02Mathematical play

Counting circle
Core skill CC   

These jigsaw wedges have three styles 
of numerals. Each wedge of cake 
sequentially goes up to 10. Work puzzle by 
wedges first or move in concentric circles 
by adding the values in order. Increase 
difficulty by starting at a value other than 
one or by working backwards from ten.

Contents:
wooden jigsaw board (33.5 x 33.5 cm)
10 wooden dot pieces
10 wooden numbered pieces
10 wooden symbol pieces

E522053  counting circle

Counting panorama
Core skill CC   

Children use counting and observational 
skills to complete these data game charts. 
Cross reference the game chart to apply 
the correct graphic image in the correct 
amount. By matching the values from the 
horizontal and vertical axes, children get 
acquainted be acquainted with charts.

Contents:
6 data charts
150 cards
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid  
(34 x 34 x 7 cm).

E522498  counting panorama  

Inlay board fingers and toes
Core skill CC  

Inlay puzzle board with 10 colorful fingers and toes which helps 
introduce number correspondence. Each finger or toe features 
a number and the inlay board corresponds numerically in dots. 
Putting the pieces into place helps children to improve dexterity 
and shape awareness. 

Contents:
9 mm beech plywood puzzle (36.5 x 36.5 cm)

E522969  inlay board fingers and toes

Counting diagram 1 - 10
Core skill CC  

Contents:
wooden puzzle boards (34 x 34 cm)
25 tiles

E522176  counting diagram 1 - 5  
E522177  counting diagram 6 - 10 

Counting diagram 11 - 20
Core skill NBT  

Contents:
2 wooden puzzleboards (34 x 34 cm)
50 tiles

E523195  counting diagram 11 - 20

Number puzzle 1-10
Core skill CC  

Number puzzles 1 - 10 clearly introduces one to one number 
correspondence to children. Count the dots and match with a 
number symbol. Check answers by fitting the puzzle pieces 
together. Children learn that successive numbers increase and 
decrease in value by one. Self-checking.

Contents:
20 pieces - 10 two piece puzzles with numbers and dots
manual

Wooden box with lid (16 x 9 x 5 cm).

E353000  number puzzles 1 - 10

Tiles to depict one number value across rows and successive numerals down columns. 
Children learn to count items, match quantities and combine quantities with number symbols. 

18 19



01.01Educo 02Mathematical play

Counting street
Core skill CC   

Deliver mail and learn to count to 10. 
Find the missing number in a series, 
addition and subtraction and number 
correspondence. Build teamwork by 
pairing up children to take turns delivering 
letters based on verbal directions and 
cues. Children can also work individually 
and deliver a number of envelopes to each 
house based on color and numerals. Self-
checking.

Contents:
2 stands
2 rows of houses
16 assignment cards
10 house numbers (numbers and dots)
100 multi-colored envelopes
manual

Wooden box with lid (36.5 x 14 x 10.5 cm).

E522882  counting street

Counting hands
Core skill CC   

Objective way for students to recognize 
quantities at a glance. Counting hands 
help children to trust their number skills 
and move away from using their own 
fingers.

Contents: 
2 wooden hands on a wooden base with  
10 bendable fingers

E523001  counting hands

Counting eggs
Core skill CC   

The 10 unbreakable eggs are magnetically held into place for class 
instruction. The egg box lid is a whiteboard surface. Children can 
compete to correctly answer equations written on the box lid with a 
dry erase marker (not included). Open the box to check the answer
by counting the eggs.

Contents: 
wooden egg box with partitions and strong magnet
wooden framed whiteboard lid
10 wooden eggs with magnets

E523002  counting eggs

Beetle counting game
Core skill CC   

Match sets of beetle wings featuring dots and numbers. Combine 
dots with dots and numbers with numbers or both for more 
difficulty. Develop counting skills and number recognition up to 12. 
Self-checking.

Contents:
beech wood frame (40 x 40 cm)
50 wing tiles (2.5mm plastic)

E522102  beetle counting game

Thematic counting game
Core skill CC   

Children realize the value of equal sets as 
remaining the same, even when spread 
out, squeezed together or rearranged. 
Place the image cards next to the story 
board with the logical order or matching 
numeric value. When correct, turning all 
cards over onto the story board reveals 
one large image. Self-checking.

Contents:
8 story boards (2.5 mm plastic)
64 image cards (2.5 mm plastic)
manual

Wooden box with lid (34 x 20 x 6 cm).

E522401  thematic counting game
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01.01Educo 02Mathematical play

Tello
Core skill CC   

With Tello, number constants and one to 
one correspondence is exercized. Children 
make equal quantities by using various 
objects. Play in a group or individually and 
practise number fluency up to 10.

Contents: 
5 plastic play boards
30 plastic number/symbol cards 
55 plastic tree fruit 
55 plastic tiddlywinks
55 plastic pawns
manual

Serpa
Core skill CC   

Serpa introduces young children 
to counting, quantity and symbol 
relationships. Experiment with 
sequencing numbers correctly, showing 
“more than and less than”, knowing 1- 10 
symbol correspondence and learning 
quantities at a glance.

Color sticks
Core skill CC  

Multi-colored rings, sticks and multiple 
dice give a wide variety of game play. 
Children aim to be the first to fill up 
their stick or sticks by throwing dice to 
collect rings. This game gives children 
experience with addition and subtraction.

Contents:
stand with 6 dowels
60 rings multi-colored
4 dice: + and - 
dots to 6
numbers up to 6
each color per side

E523125 color sticks

Operations

Operations is all about adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing certain amounts. The main goal for children is to understand changes in 
quantities. Getting on or off a bus, sharing building blocks with two of your friends, or simply solving math sums are activities that stimulate 
an understanding of operations. 

Mathematical play >> Numeracy >> Operations

Dotsy
Core skill OA

With Dotsy the ladybug, children learn the 
different number combinations from 1 - 
10. Each wing is different in dots and 5 is 
the largest number represented. Children 
create a ladybug by counting dots and 
adding 2 wings to a leaf. Dotsy, indirectly 
prepares children for the addition of 
numbers through 10. Self-checking.

Contents:
2 leaf shaped play boards (recesses for 
wings)
48 round assignment cards
62 wings
2 answer charts
manual

Wooden box with lid (26.2 x 18.6 x 4.1 cm).

E307200  dotsy

Beeld nog aanleveren

Contents: 
45 plastic cards
manual

Wooden box with lid (24 x 24 x 3.5 cm).

E307000  serpa

Wooden box with partitions and lid (41 x 20 x 6 cm).

E522496  tello
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01.01Educo 02Mathematical play

Number game
Core skill OA

Create tactile equations using colored, 
numbered / dotted and signed chips. 
Students learn the math signs (+, -, =) 
and create additions and subtractions. 
Children physically and verbally represent 
the properties of addition and subtraction. 

Contents:
216 wooden markers in 6 colors
tiles with numbers up to 10 and equation symbols
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid 
(34 x 20 x 6 cm).

E522152  number game

Comparant
Core skill OA

Children compare quantities, count, add, 
subtract and work within a grid. Use math 
signs (>, =, < as well as +, -) to make sums. 
Represent work in multiple ways; grasp 
commutative and other properties.

Contents: 
1 game board box lid (32 x 32 x 9 cm)
5 large theme cards
10 assignment cards
6 comparison strips
3 comparison cards
20 dot numeral cards
20 number cards
red and yellow chips
20 each; geese, houses, people and trees
12 signs; 4 (+, - , =), 3 signs (>)
manual

Wooden box with partitions (32 x 32 x 9 cm).

E393000 comparant

Find and add 
Core skill OA   

Calculating game in which children search for depicted items on theme plates. First, they look for the amount on the left picture and slide the 
same number of beads on the fi rst rod. Then, they look at the right picture and slide the same number of beads on the second rod. 
On the third rod they slide the total amount of beads. A nice game with sums up to 10 in 2 different levels.

Contents:
4 theme boards
24 assignment strips (coded by themes; key on reverse)
60 beads
wooden stand
manual

Wooden box with lid (36 x 24 x 8.5 cm).

E523299  fi nd and add

Available separately
E522886  set of 100 red beads
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01.01Educo 02Mathematical play

Game stand

Game stands save table space and are 
fun to use. Children gain clarity and 
instant feedback on their independent 
work. Allows children to feel confident 
and validated in their work as they see 
the developing self-check image come 
together on the back of the image cards.

Contents:
wooden five slotted stand
manual

Suitable for: five in a row (E522200), 
listening game (E522526), audio game 
(E522035).

E522200  wooden game stand (42 x 30 cm)

Five in a row
Core skill OA   

Game assignment cards introduce -1 
and +1 and = in this preparatory math 
matching game. Children simply match 
the assignment cards along each axis. 
The wooden stand (available separately) 
allows children to check their work easily 
because of the self-check on the back.

Contents:
8 assignment cards
32 symbol cards (-1,+1, =)
128 image cards
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid . 
(31 x 29 x 8).

E522237  five in a row

Available separately:
E522200  game stand

Apple tree counting set
Core skill OA

Assignment board trees each have  
10 holes and are assigned numerals from 
1 - 10. Children use green and red apples 
to fill the tree with the needed amount. 
Adding apples to trees is a tactile and vivid 
way to learn number combinations.

Contents: 
10 wooden assignment boards with trees
60 red and green apple pegs
manual

Wooden box (15 x 14 x 5 cm).

E342900  apple tree counting set

Contini
Core skill OA

Have fun learning the quantities 1 - 6. 
Learn to see the relationship between 
quantities, number symbols and their 
values. Children will also learn to 
determine a quantity at a glance and do 
simple addition sums up to six.

Contents: 
8 boards; 4 with apples and 4 with 
numbers
2 spinners
72 cards: 4 x 6 with apples,
4 x 6 with figurines and 4 x 6 with numbers
manual

Wooden box with lid (24 x 24 x 4 cm).

E307800  contini
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Counting bus with four-wheel trailer - mini
Core skill OA   

Small version of the counting bus. Ideal for small group work and 
remedial instruction. Create situations with the large counting bus 
to introduce counting, adding and subtracting up to 20, let children 
act out these situations individually or in pairs using the small 
counting bus. 

Contents:
bus (35 x 7 x 7 cm)
20 passengers (10 red, 10 white)
manual

E523123  counting bus with four-wheel trailer - mini

Counting bus
Core skill OA   

Let passengers get on or off the bus 
to practise math skills. How many 
passengers take a ride with the bus? 
Stop signs, dice and playing cards 
enhance the endless variety and 
complexity of games and lessons. 
Introduce counting, adding and 
subtracting up to 20. 

Contents:
bus (91 x 18 x 18 cm)
addition and subtraction exercise cards
20 passengers (10 red, 10 white)
bus stop signs
4 dice (two colored; signs + and -; 1 - 6; 
dot values)
manual

Wooden box with lid. 

E523119   counting bus with four-wheel trailer - maxi
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Zoo area
Core skill MD   

Build enclosures for every animal. 
Children learn to copy shapes, compare 
and fill areas, experiment with surfaces 
and discover an area’s perimeter. 

Contents:
4 play boards
16 animals
50 wooden squares
60 fences
6 plastic assignment cards
manual

Length, area and perimeter

Length, area, and perimeter are all about measuring, comparing, and understanding the concepts of different lengths. The main goal for 
children is to learn how to use the right concepts of measuring. Comparing different routes (which one is longer vs. shorter), trying to make 
something fit, or measuring your own height are activities which stimulate the development of length, area, and perimeter concepts. 

Mathematical Play >> Measuring >> Length, area and perimeter

Path finder
Core skill MD   

Measure, compare and complete the path. 
Children take turns rolling the die and finding 
pieces to fit an area until the board is full or 
they run out of rods. Can also be played with 
a start and finish line using the cord. Children 
try to reach the finish line as quickly and 
resourcefully as possible.

Contents:
84 rods in 6 different colors (pairs of smaller 
rods will equal longer rods) 
2 dice with color themes
4 pawns
red cord
manual

Wooden box (37 x 21 x 4.5 cm).
Wooden lid with recessed game grid.

E523239  path finder

Wooden box with lid (28 x 18 x 5 cm).

E312800  zoo area

Volume

Volume is all about experiencing the concepts of empty and full. The main goal for children is to recognize and use these concepts in a correct 
way. Ordering differently filled cups from empty to full or just playing with water and sand are activities that stimulate an understanding of 
volume.  

Mathematical Play >> Measuring   >> Volume

Diagram Volume
Core skill MD   

Rows are created to show a gradual increase or decrease in 
volume. Sort the images in the diagram from empty to full and vice 
versa. While playing, children learn about concepts such as “more 
than” and “less than”.

Contents:
wooden frame board (34 x 34 cm)
25 plastic tiles
manual

E523192  diagram volume
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Weighing

Weighing is all about experiencing differences in weight. The main goal for children is to understand and use concepts such as heavy, light, 
and equal. Determining the weight of certain objects with one’s hands or a scale and discovering that the weight of an object does not always 
seem to correspond with its size are activities which stimulate the development of weighing. 

Mathematical Play >> Measuring  >> Weighing

Scales
Core skill MD   

Balance weights or compare the weight 
of various objects. Learn to describe what 
happens to the scale and why. (Weights 
available separately). Children will begin 
to classify objects as heavy / light, despite 
object size.

Contents:
beech wood scale (40 x 15 cm)
2 pans - plastic (ø 17.5 cm)

E522185  scales

Available separately
E522186  extra set of plastic pans

Plastic weights
Core skill MD   

Plastic weights are easy to handle and durable. Pairs are equally 
weighted to show balance and equality. Use with Scales (E522185).

Contents:
2 solid woodblocks
4 plastic weights each
ranging from 4 - 7 cm in height

E522832  plastic weights

Weight tubes
Core skill MD   

Plastic tubes with various weights. Explore the difference between 
heavy and light. Weight tubes engage abstract thinking with ideas 
involving ‘more than’ and ‘less than’ with equally sized objects.

Contents:
wooden stand (38 x 13 cm) with 12 recessed holes
12 plastic weight tubes

E522821  weight tubes

Heavier and lighter
Core skill MD   

Compare items based on a visual 
estimate of weight. Place 2 or 3 items 
in order from lightest to heaviest. 
When completed correctly, turning 
the cards over will reveal an image.
Self-checking. 

Contents: 
5 assignment cards
50 image cards
manual

Wooden box with lid (33 x 17.5 x 4 cm).

E523241  heavier and lighter
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Money

Money is all about experiencing function and value. The main goal for children is to count, add, work out change, and recognize the different 
types of money. Playing a supermarket game, sorting coins, and designing price tags are activities that stimulate the development of money.

Mathematical Play >> Measuring  >> Money

Cash register
Core skill MD   

Play and practise money transactions. The register features push 
buttons, a money tray and a pretend credit card. Children gain 
a tangible sense of numbers and counting. The money display is 
connected to the cash register with a strong magnet. 

Contents:
wooden cash register (24 x 24 x 13 cm)
wooden money display

E523006  cash register

For play money look at the  
Jegro part of this cataloque!

Time and planning

Time and planning are all about experiencing time and its cycles. The main goal for children is to become aware of 
the structure of time. Comparing day and night, presenting the daily schedule, and keeping quiet for one minute are 
activities that stimulate time sense and planning.

Mathematical Play >> Measuring  >>Time and planning

Logic
Core skill MD   

Place picture cards in a logical order to 
tell a story. Analyze and sort the cards to 
make a story with a distinctive beginning, 
middle and end. Children work out the 
order and then desribe the story to 
stimulate language skills.

Contents:
36 plastic cards
beech wood inlay frame (40 x 40 cm)

E522448  logic

Resulta
Core skill MD   

Place picture cards in the order of what 
comes first, second and last. Expand 
vocabulary and stimulate language 
skills. Sequentially linking 3 image cards 
encourages logical reasoning.  
Encourages developmental conversation 
on 16 topics.

Contents:
48 plastic cards
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid  
(34 x 20 x 6 cm).

E522428  resulta

Diario
Core skill MD   

Diario, the daily routine game, helps 
children reflect on frames of time and 
become more organized with time. This 
activity emphasises the what and when 
of successive daily activities in a playful 
manner. To decide which card belongs 
to a particular time of day, the child has 
to utilise and therefore train his/her 
memory. In the end, the game helps train 
social skills because there is much to see, 
discuss and consider. Self-checking.

Contents: 
six-sided game board (27 x 23 cm)
36 activity cards: six for each of the six 
parts of the day
spinner
manual

Wooden box with lid (28.5 x 25 x 3 cm).

E307700  diario
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Cause & effect
Core skill CC   

Decide what happened first and last by 
analyzing the scene and arranging image 
cards next to the story board. When  
correct, cards turned over onto the board 
reveal a large image. Image card sets are 
coded to story boards by a matching symbol. 
Self-checking.

Contents:
8 story boards
64 image cards (2.5 mm plastic)

Wooden box with partitions and lid  
(34 x 20 x 6 cm).

E522340  cause and effect

Sorting story - The Four Seasons
Science skill PS3  

Sort picture cards and match them to one of the 
seasons. The board shows 2 different seasons.
Learn characteristics of seasons and develop a 
sense of time.

Contents:
wooden frame (40 x 28 cm)
2 season pictures
16 image cards

E522815  sorting story - spring / summer
E522816  sorting story - autumn / winter 

E522815 

E522816

Color and shape

Playing with colors and shapes is a basic need for every child. The main goal is that children learn to identify and to name the various colors 
and shapes. Activities such as sorting shapes and serializing color nuances stimulate the development of insight into color and shape.

Mathematical Play >> Geometry  >> Color and shape

Shape sorting puzzle
Core skill G  

Sorting set with 3 colorful geometric 
shapes in 2 sizes to help children 
distinguish colors, shapes and sizes. 
Stimulates hand-eye coordination and fine 
motor skills. The extra large knobs are 
ideal for little hands.

Contents:
wooden inlay tray (20 x 28 cm)
6 puzzle pieces
manual

E523130  shape sorting puzzle

Shapes game
Core skill G  

Compare, analyze, arrange and stack. Trace shapes on paper and 
create designs. Children explore comparing and naming 9 different 
shapes; circle, hexagon, rectangle, triangle, trapezoid, plus sign, 
square, diamond and oval.
Can be used for a group lesson or as a stacking game.

Contents:
54 multi-colored plastic pieces in 9 shapes
plastic rack with 9 dowels for shapes (25 x 25 cm)

E522847  shapes game

Color dominoes
Core skill MD  

Wooden dominoes with tiles that feature colored circles. Match 
play field colors with the next piece added. Children can explore 
the game independently or in groups. See who can match the most.

Contents:
28 wooden
multi- colored domino pieces
manual

Wooden box with lid (30.5 x 12.5 x 4 cm). 

E523238  color dominoes
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Colodie
Core skill G   

Children roll a color die in turn to find a 
matching colored piece for their puzzle. 
The first child to complete their image 
wins the game. Fitting the pieces into 
place helps children develop confidence 
with colors and shapes.

Contents:
6 puzzles
6 colored puzzle pieces
2 color dice
manual

Wooden box with lid (23 x 20 x 8).

E522040  colodie 

Sorting shapes and colors
Core skill G  

Match 2 cards to create geometric shapes. 
One game has block colors and the other 
has complex borders. Children find the 
two matching halves to align tiles into 
coordinating rows and columns. Both 
games encourage hand-eye coordination 
as well as spatial reasoning skills.

Contents:
wooden frame (34 x 34 cm)
30 image cards

E522416  sorting shapes
E522417  sorting shapes and colors E522417

E522416
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Peutra
Core skill G   

Stack the colored blocks on the rods 
to match the assignment card. Follow 
the digit pattern within the assignment 
card image. Assignment cards are 
progressively more difficult as indicated 
by code.

Contents:
2 wooden stands with 4 rods
48 multi-colored blocks
10 assignment cards
manual

Wooden box with lid (34 x 40 x 8 cm).

E522935  peutra

Available separately
E522937  additional beads card stand

Rings & sticks
Core skill G  

This colorful game helps fine tune hand 
and finger dexterity. Children compare 
lengths and sizes of rings and sticks to 
copy the colored outlines of the image 
with the plastic shapes. Learning about 
the geometric shapes within pictures also 
helps children learn to draw.

Contents:
248 shapes in colored plastic
24 model cards
manual

Wooden box with lid (35 x 19 x 8 cm)

E522172  rings and sticks

Available separately
E522194  extension set

Plus
Core skill G  

These assignments look like math 
sums but instead of numbers they 
feature shapes and colors in specific 
order. Playing the communication game 
enhances auditory memory and fosters 
teamwork. Vocabulary is increased by the 
necessity of describing the shapes to a 
team mate. Self-checking. 

Contents:
16 assignment cards
2 activity boards with supports
7 pegs
28 wooden shapes (multi-colored)
manual

Wooden box with lid (35.5 x 16.5 x 5 cm).

E305300  plus

Figuroform
Core skill G  

Figuroform offers endless ways of looking at a circle and how it’s 
made up. In a playful way children discover the concept of fractions 
(1/2, 1/3 etc) as well as fractional shapes (semi-circle, oval etc).

Contents: 
3 plastic work boards
12 assignment cards
plastic shapes in 6 colours

Wooden box with lid (35 x 35 x 8 cm).

E522949  figuroform

Mosaic set Fröbel magnetic
Core skill G  

Develop colour and shape perception abilities by playing with the 
Fröbel mosaic set. The magnetic design allows shapes to neatly 
stick to the assignment cards. The assignments cards increase in 
difficulty.

Contents: 
9 plastic assignment cards (magnetic and printed on both sides)
1 blank plastic card 
mosaic pieces (coloured on both sides)

Wooden box (23 x 17.5 x 4.5 cm).

E523141  mosaic set - Fröbel magnet
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Sorting and serializing

Sorting and serializing is all about the set theory. The main goal for children is to recognize and arrange objects in a certain order based on 
one or more characteristics. Sorting blocks by color or putting blocks in an order form small to large are activities that stimulate sorting and 
serializing. 

Mathematical Play >> Geometry  >> Sorting and serializing

Which is wrong?
Core skill MD   

Name and describe items that belong together 
and select 1 item that does not. There are  
4 items on the assignment card, place the red 
X on the wrong item. The reverse side of the 
assignment card has a key to check play. 

Contents:
24 assignment cards
transparent card with red x
manual

Wooden box with lid (34 x 20 x 6 cm).

E522865  which is wrong?

Geometric shapes board
Core skill G  

Play with and learn about geometric shapes. Find and match the 
same size, or the same shape and the same color, while utilizing 
large wooden knobs. Orient the board in different directions for a 
new spatial perspective.

Contents:
1 board made of 9 mm plywood  
(34 x 34 cm)
12 shape pieces in 4 colors
with large wooden knobs

E522418  geometric shapes board

Color nuance
Core skill MD

The changes on the image cards are based on value and hue. Ask 
children which image is more attractive, has clearer details or 
stands out more to them. Children arrange matching cards from 
darkest to lightest. This game encourages children to understand 
gradations of hue and the impact it has on images. 

Contents:
beech wood frame (40 x 40)
36 plastic image cards (2.5 mm)

E522040  color nuance

Maxi stringing beads
Core skill G  

Learn about shapes, colors, order and 
patterns with Maxi stringing beads. Children 
follow the colorful patterns from the card 
images to fill their stand. Advanced players 
may begin to make larger patterns using the 
plastic thread.

Contents:
wooden bead stick and card stand
12 plastic pattern cards (3 levels of difficulty)
5 m plastic thread
130 plastic beads in 6 shapes and 5 colors
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid  
(34 x 20 x 7.5 cm).

E522112  maxi stringing beads

Available separately:
E522115  maxi stringing beads card stand
E522188  maxi stringing beads (Set of 180 maxi 

stringing beads)

Logical stringing beads
Core skill G  

An advanced version of the Maxi stringing bead. Features not only 
various colors and shapes but also various sizes of wooden beads. 
By creating patterns of the assignment cards children improve 
their working memory, sorting and math skills.

Contents:
18 plastic pattern cards (3 levels of difficulty)
8 x 30 cm thread
275 plastic beads in 6 shapes and 5 colors
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid (34 x 20 x 6 cm).

E522003  logical stringing beads

Available separately 
E522004  logical stringing beads (560 beads)
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Panorama
Core skill G   

Children classify card images into categories. Cues from the 
matrix board’s horizontal and vertical axes show a pattern. 
Children distinguish the logical progression of images with 
classifications such as, “nearest, near, far and further; lowest, low, 
high and highest”. A variety of descriptions may apply to each,  
so children can extend their vocabulary with team work.

Sorting story
Science skill LS1    

Children must match 8 image cards to a story card. 
Analyze various scenarios to see what might be found 
there by comparison with the other.

Contents:
wooden frame (40 x 28 cm)
2 story cards
16 image cards

E522109   sorting story - pets / marine animals
E522110   sorting story - woodland / farmland animals

E522110

E522109

Contents:
6 matrix game boards
96 image cards
manual

Wooden box with lid (34 x 34 x 7 cm).

E522033  panorama
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Classicant I & II
Core skill MD

Classicant teaches children to classify objects. Children group 2D and 3D objects by color, shape and size. 

Contents of Classicant I: 
4 colorful game boards (box lids)
16 three-dimensional shapes (cubes cylinders three-sided prisms and four-sided prisms) in 4 colors
16 two-dimensional shapes (squares circles rectangles and triangles) in 4 colours

Contents of Classicant II: 
This set contains the same shapes as Classicant I, but smaller.

E393600  classicant I
E393500  classicant II

Where does it belong?
Core skill MD   

Develop visual perception and 
mathematical thinking. Assignment cards 
relate to the image cards visually and 
numerically. Children are challenged to 
find the correct matches. When correct, 
both cards turned over together will 
reveal a small circle. 

Contents:
18 assignment cards (3 levels)
18 image cards
manual

Wooden box (34 x 20 x 6 cm).

E523120  where does it belong?

Find the row
Core skill MD   

Find the row helps children learn to organize and 
classify categories for images. Children describe 
and compare an assignment strip and the three 
small cards that belong with it as full-empty,  
wide-narrow, and high-low, etc. This game inspires 
the use of descriptive words which to helps 
increase childrens’ vocabulary. Self checking.

Contents:
10 assignment cards
30 small cards
manual

Wooden box

E523121  find the row

Dresscode
Core skill MD   

Assignment boards and coded clue cards suggest 
a match from the accompanying clothing set cards. 
Children interpret clues from the thought bubble in 
order to cross-match a clothing choice. Based on 
colors, numbers and objects, this game encourages 
abstract and critical thinking. Self-checking.

Contents:
3 assignment boards with advancing levels 
8 color coded clue cards
19 cards with clothing sets
manual

Wooden box with lid (35 x 18 x 5).

E300200  dresscode
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Figurogram
Core skill G   

Promote abstract thinking and creativity 
with this fascinating activity. Create the 
geometric image by following assignment 
cards. Advanced children recreate one 
quarter of an image which is completed 
when refl ected in the mirrors. Shapes, 
patterns and spatial relationships take a 
new perspective. 

Contents:
48 plastic shapes
18 plastic assignment cards
plastic safety mirror
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid 
(35 x 19 x 8 cm).

E522231  fi gurogram

Available separately
E522232  additional set of shapes
E522236  additional plastic safety mirror

Spatial orientation

Spatial orientation is all about a sense of direction, visualization, and reading maps. The main goal for children is to develop an insight into the 
surrounding environment with the use of concepts such as location, order, and direction. Imitating each other’s posture, building, mirroring, 
and reproducing are activities that stimulate spatial orientation.

Mathematical Play >> Geometry  >> Spatial orientation

Search and fi nd - shadow and 
contour

Core skill G  

Fun variation on the memory match game 
concept. Insert one assignment card into the 
game box upper shelf and try to fi nd the related 
pairs by lifting the green discs. Children combine 
objects with their shadow and their contour. 
Durable and versatile, this boxed set keeps all 
the items in place. 

Contents:
8 assignment boards
wooden game board / storage box (32 x 32 x 6 cm)
16 wooden green discs with knobs

E523311  search and fi nd - shadow and contour
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Find the right posture
Core skill SL  

Mind and body awareness is gained by 
posing with or without a ball. Children mimic 
the postures and try to find two cards with 
matching poses. Additionally, a memory 
card game can be played. This game also 
stimulates the development of spatial 
awareness.

Contents:
32 plastic card
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid  
(24 x 12.5 x 7 cm).

E523188  find the right posture

Direction game
Core skill MD   

Themed boards have 8 similar squares 
with objects going in one direction or 
another. Find the image cards that are 
coded to go along with one of the boards. 
Place the image card next to a matching 
object with the same direction. When 
correct, cards turned over onto the story 
board reveal a large image. Self-checking.

Contents:
8 themed boards
64 image cards
manual

Wooden box with lid (34 x 20 x 6 cm).

E523054  direction game MD  

Team building
Core skill MD   

From the assignment cards, build all houses on 
the scenic bases. Join up bases to create an elven 
city. This project engages children’s team working 
skills while the merry elves and trees help foster 
creative play.

Contents:
18 assignment cards (3 levels)
6 bases
96 wooden blocks in 4 shapes and 2 colors
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid (35 x 18 x 5 cm).

E300300  team building
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Panoramix house tree animal
Core skill MD   

All children will want to look inside the 
story box window. Hearing each other’s 
ideas allows them to learn from one other. 
Children can choose from assignment 
cards to copy or create their own scenic 
arrangements. They learn to arrange 
details and to give a presentation with this 
charming diorama set. 

Contents:
2 slotted wooden stands
12 colorful wooden figures (2 x 6)
20 assignment cards
white background plate
cotton bag
manual

Wooden box with viewing hole and lid  
(24 x 20 x 7.5 cm).

E303500   panoramix house tree animal

Building spatial
Core skill G   

Create a 3D copy of the activity card image 
by using blocks and the plastic safety mirror. 
Explore spatial relationships by comparing 
2D pictures with their 3D versions to develop 
abstract thinking.

Contents:
24 plastic assignment cards (3 levels  
of difficulty)
40 wooden construction blocks
safety mirror
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid 
(35 x 19 x 8 cm).

E522234  building spatial

Available separately
E522235  additional set of construction blocks
E522236  additional plastic safety mirror

Panoramix geometric shapes
Core skill G  

By sharing diorama projects with one another, the whole class grows in visual memory, auditory discrimination, spatial awareness and 
logical thinking while having fun. Children can follow a design from an assignment card or present an original design. Prerequisite skills for 
reading, writing and math are developed with this diorama play.

Contents:
2 slotted wooden stands
36 multi-colored geometric shapes
32 assignment cards
white background plate
cotton bag
manual 

Wooden box with viewing hole and lid (24 x 20 x 7.5).

E303400  panoramix geometric shapes
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Symetrix
Core skill G  

With Symetrix, concepts of order and 
spatial orientation are encouraged. 
Children practice their visual perception 
to see and understand the logic of the 
assignment. Activities also engage the 
fine motor skills. This game stimulates 
social development by requiring a high 
degree of cooperation. Self-checking.

Contents: 
wooden game board (26 x 26 x 1.5 cm)
20 plastic assignment cards
card holder
2 plastic mirrors (14 x 14 cm)
2 mirror supports
20 colored wooden counters
cloth bag
manual

E304100 symetrix

Mini-Midi-Maxi
Core skill G  

The Mini-Midi-Maxi activity explores the differences between small, larger and the largest. Language plays a key role with this material. 
The following concepts are encountered during play: smallest, largest, larger than, smaller than, equally large, and so on. Self-checking.

Contents: 
4 wooden stands 
36 wooden figures; 24 assignment strips - control key on the reverse side
9 cards for the matrix game (size and fi gures)
4 small game boards
8 assignment cards
manual

Wooden box with lid (24 x 24 x 6 cm).

E305000  mini - midi - maxi

Citadel
Core skill G  

Citadel is a game for children with some experience in sorting according to size and position. These are two important basic skills needed to 
learn to read, write and do arithmetic. Children also develop logical thinking, spatial awareness and learn to cooperate and help each other 
when doing the activities. Self-checking.

Contents: 
game board (22.5 x 22.5 cm)
12 houses in 4 colours and 3 sizes
16 activity cards (key on the reverse side)
4 control cards
manual

Wooden box with lid (25.5 x 25.5 x 3 cm).

E305400  citadel 
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Vocabulary

Vocabulary is all about the pronunciation and meaning of words. The main goal for children is to  understand the meaning of words and use 
them in a correct way in a conversation. Listening to stories  and looking at and talking about images are examples of activities that stimulate 
a child’s vocabulary.

Language play >> Words >> Vocabulary

Puppet story theatre

This charming table top theater arch is ideal for bringing stories 
and lessons to life. The arch acts like a picture frame which draws 
in the focused attention of children. This creative teaching tool is 
excellent for use with hand and finger puppets as well as sketches 
and pictures.

Contents: 
wooden table top theater arch (47 x 37 x 9 cm) white board (insert)

E522182  puppet story theater

Story sheets
Core skill SL  

The Story Sheets encourage interactions between children and help them to 
expand their vocabularies. The sheets can be inserted into the puppet - story  
theatre (sold separately E522182). Themes revolve around: the seasons, 
celebrations and recreational trips. 

Contents: 
12 plastic story sheets
wooden insertion panel
manual 

Wooden box (46 x 32 x 3 cm).

E522224  story sheets

Trio
Core skill L  

Encourage the developing vocabulary in children with 
the 16 themed sets of Trio. Children sort the image cards 
into related sets of 3 while naming each image. Children 
may share a variety of words for the same image.

Contents: 
48 image cards
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid (33 x 12 x 6 cm).

E522030  trio

Combi
Core skill L  

Children match the 32 image cards to find pairs 
with the best fit. Children will be challenged to 
assess images and to clarify words for each. 
By pairing the cards, organized thinking and 
language development is inspired.

Contents: 
32 image cards
manual

Wooden box with partition and lid (24 x 12 x 6 cm).

E522129  combi

Oppositions
Core skill MD  

Play together and share a variety of synonyms and 
antonyms. Scramble cards and arrange like a memory 
board or stack in  a deck. Players collect pairs of cards 
which are opposites of each other. Play continues until 
only the red card is left. This game helps to add variety 
to children’s word options and to expand vocabulary 
through active communication. Game card holders 
available separately.  

Contents: 
24 image cards
red card
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid (20.5 x 13.5 x 4.5 cm).

E522326  oppositions

Game card holders
Core skill CC  

The red game card holder is suitable for all card-
based games featured in this catalogue. Made 
from unbreakable plastic, the holders are each 28 
cm long and are inter-connectable.

E522763 game card holder
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Communication

Communication is all about revealing your thoughts and feelings through expression (e.g., looks, actions and words). The main goal for 
children is to exchange information with others in a meaningful way. Naming emotions, discussing with each other, and waiting for your turn 
are activities that stimulate communication.

Language play >> Speech >> Communication

Lace together
Core skill SL  

Play with 2 children sitting on opposite sides of the upright frame 
board. Pass the laces to one another through the holes in the 
board. Cooperate to follow assignment card images or create 
own designs. This game fosters communication, creativity and 
teamwork.

Contents: 
plastic perforated lacing board
16 assignment cards
8 colored laces
60 colored beads
manual 

Wooden box with lid.

E523236  lace together

Available separately
E523246  wooden frame stand (30 x 40 cm)

Bolt together
Core skill SL  

Play with 2 children sitting on opposite sides of the upright frame 
board. Follow an assignment card and cooperate to assemble 
the shapes. This game fosters communication, creativity and 
teamwork.

Contents: 
plastic board with holes
16 assignment cards
64 colored nuts and bolts
manual 

Wooden box with lid.

E523245  bolt together

Available separately
E523246  wooden frame stand (30 x 40 cm)

Talk together
Core skill SL  

Play with 2 children sitting on opposite sides of the upright frame 
board. The board is illustrated the same way on both sides. Each 
child gets 4 magnets in 4 different colors. The children give one 
another verbal instructions such as, “Let’s put the red magnet on 
the red butterfl y”. The magnets will only stick to the board when 
both children cooperate to do the same thing. This game fosters 
communication, creativity and teamwork.

Contents: 
16 assignment cards
4 plastic talking boards
8 magnets in 
4 colors
manual 

Wooden box with lid.

Build together
Core skill SL  

Play with 2 children sitting on opposite sides of the upright 
frame board. Cooperate and build structures following 
assignment card images or create own designs. The children 
give one another verbal instructions such as, “Let’s put 
the red block on the green one”. After building the children 
check and compare what they created. This game fosters 
communication, creativity and teamwork.

Contents: 
16 wooden blocks (2 x 8) in different colors and different 
sizes
2 wooden elves
2 wooden trees
12 assignment cards
manual

E523292  build together

Available separately
E523210  dividing wall

Dividing wall
Core skill SL  

The dividing wall helps to build 
teamwork, vocabulary, communication 
and careful listening skills. Using two 
equal sets of objects on each side of the 
wall, children must focus on giving and 
following only verbal cues to build or 
arrange the same thing. When fi nished, 
the wall can be removed to see if both 
turned out the same.

Contents: 
wooden dividing wall with uprights

E523210  dividing wall

E523235  talk together

Available separately
E523246  wooden frame stand 
(30 x 40 cm)

Play with 2 children sitting on opposite sides of the upright 
frame board. Cooperate and build structures following 
assignment card images or create own designs. The children 
give one another verbal instructions such as, “Let’s put 
the red block on the green one”. After building the children 
check and compare what they created. This game fosters 

16 wooden blocks (2 x 8) in different colors and different 
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Picto
Core skill L  

Color coded boards in 6 themes each have 
8 image cards. Play encourages children to 
look closely at the pictographs. Children must 
decipher the important message within each 
image card and match it with the suitable theme 
picture. When correct, cards turned over and onto 
the story board reveal a large image.  
Self-checking.

Contents: 
6 theme boards
48 image cards
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid (34 x 20 x 7 cm).

E523193  picto

Emotion game - children of the world
Core skill SL    

Recognise various emotions on the faces of others. 
The game boards show 4 different facial expressions. 
Children take turns throwing the die. The die has a side 
for each emotional face, a red side for skipped turns and 
green side for extra turns. The first player to collect  
all 4 image cards with expressions wins. 

Contents: 
6 game boards
48 image cards
die
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid (34 x 20 x 6 cm).

E523078  emotion game - children of the world

Listen to this
Core skill SL  

Listen to this is a communication game 
which covers various topics such as: 
scenarios, spatial concepts, color, number 
and size. Two players sit opposite one 
another and work together to accomplish 
the assignment. One child gives verbal 
instructions and clues while the other 
child listens and responds. Playing Listen 
to this, helps to enhance vocabulary and 
cooperation skills. 

Contents: 
64 assignment cards
8 base cards
32 color cards
manual

Wooden box with lid (16 x 49 x 7 cm).

E523122  listen to this

Available separately 
E512245  wooden game stand

Feelings and emotions
Core skill SL   

Children learn important emotional skills 
at an early age: learning to mimic, using 
words and gestures to express feelings. 
With the activity Feelings and Emotions, 
children are encouraged to play, act 
and talk about feelings. By learning to 
recognise and understand their own 
feelings as well as those of others, they 
can get along better and easier with 
others.

Contents: 
game board (box lid)
20 situation cards- green edge  
(5 illustrations for each basic emotion)
32 emotion cards- yellow
4 colored markers
4 card holders
die with dots 1-6
manual

Box with lid (33.9 x 33.9 x 40 cm).

E309200  feelings and emotions
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Auditive discrimination

Auditive discrimination is all about hearing differences. The main goal is to hear the differences and similarities between two sounds. 
Hearing with which letter a word starts and distinguishing two different sounds are activities which stimulate auditive discrimination.

Language play >> Discrimination >> Auditive discrimination

Listen well
Core skill SL    

Listen well encourages children to listen critically, 
increase vocabulary and to develop comprehension as 
they respond to audio prompts. Children order their 
image tile choices in the tray from left to right. After 
finishing the task, the tray is flipped over and reopened 
to reveal the back of the tiles. When completed 
correctly, a complete image is revealed. Self-checking.

Contents: 
CD ROM with 8 stories
64 picture tiles (coded to theme)
manual

Wooden partitioned box with lid (34 x 20 x 5.5 cm).

E522928  listen well

Available separately
E523007  listen well tray

Sound tubes
Core skill SL  

The pairs of Sound tubes are filled with a variety  
of materials and make sounds when shaken.  
Children describe and compare the sounds.  
It also encourage children to improve the sets.  
This activity helps improve auditory discrimination  
as well as vocabulary skills.

Contents: 
12 plastic sound tubes (6 sets of 2)
wooden stand with 12 inserts for tubes (38 x 13 cm)
manual

E522806  sound tubes

Listening lotto
Core skill SL   

Children listen and discern sounds to then match 
them with image tiles in the Listening lotto. There 
are 5 color coded theme groups which can be played 
by 2 children at a time. Before each new sound is 
played, a bell rings. When chosen in the proper 
order, the back sides of the image tiles combine to 
create a large self-check image. 

Contents: 
CD-ROM with 25 sounds
50 image tiles (2 sets of 25)
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid (34 x 20 x 6 cm).

E522526  listening lotto

Available separately
E522200  wooden game stand (42 x 30 cm)

Audio lotto
Core skill SL    

Audio Lotto is an excellent tool for 
encouraging children to listen carefully, 
discern sounds and match pictures to 
sounds. When all image tiles are selected 
and placed in the right order, the backs of 
the tiles combine to create a large image. 
The CD-ROM containing 25 different 
sounds has two full sets of image cards 
(2x 25). This allows 2 children to play 
simultaneously. Self-checking.

Contents: 
CD-ROM
50 image tiles (2x 5 sets of 5)
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid  
(34 x 20 x 6 cm).

E522035  audio lotto

Available separately
E522200  wooden game stand (42 x 30 cm)
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Visual discrimination

Visual discrimination is all about seeing differences with your eyes. The main goal is to see the differences and similarities of certain objects, 
shapes and letters. Playing memory or f nding a certain shape inside the classroom are activities which stimulate visual discrimination. 

Language play >> Discrimination >> Visual discrimination

Search the shape
Core skill G   

Challenge children to play shape recognition with 3 levels of 
diffi culty. In level 1, discover the shape that is hidden within the 
image. In level 2, discover the letters that are hidden within the 
images and abstract fi gures. In level 3, discover what fi ts together 
to create one whole. When assignments are completed properly, 
tiles can be fl ipped over and reveal one large image. Self-checking.

Contents: 
9 assignment strips (3 levels)
36 image tiles
manual 

Wooden box with lid (34 x 20 x 6 cm).

E522909  search the shape

Criteria
Core skill MD   

Criteria is a great activity which addresses logical thinking, 
detail differences and similarities. The assignment cards show 4 
pictures. No picture matches with the others due to a unique detail. 
Children must realize this detail and place picto-cards next to the 
set which indicates the unique differences. The reverse side of the 
assignment strip reveals correct answers. Self-checking. 

Contents: 
18 assignment strips (3 levels)
12 picto-cards
manual

Wooden box with lid (35 x 18 x 5 cm).

E300100  criteria

Animal memo
Core skill L  

Image pairs help children to identify new 
and exciting animals. Children collect 
pairs in this memory game. Helps to 
increase the animal names that children 
know.

Contents: 
48 plastic cards
manual

Wooden box (34 x 20 x 6 cm).

E522049  animal memo

What’s missing?
Core skill L  

One item is missing, can you fi nd it? Choose one of the detailed 
theme plates and a matching assignment strip. The assignments 
feature 4 items. Try to fi nd the 3 items that are both on the theme 
plate and the assignment strip. Learn to distinguish details and 
pick out key points. 

Contents: 
4 theme plates
24 assignment strips
20 counters
manual

Wooden box.

E523300  what’s missing?

Details
Core skill L  

This colorful game engages the concept 
of “parts of the whole” and is an indirect 
preparation for reading. Children use 
the black frames to isolate the details 
from matching assignment cards. 
Perseverance is needed for fi nding 
position, shape and colors. Self-checking.

Contents: 
4 image boards
48 assignment cards
12 black frames
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid 
(27 x 20 x 3 cm).

E307100  details

01.01
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Letter stamps
 
Complete set of letter stamps, containing the complete alphabet (2 x A).
 
Contents:
27 wooden letter stamps in wooden box

E042452 letter stamps

Matrix mix
Core skill L  

The Matrix Mix activities stimulate visual observation, logical 
connections, concentration and memory. The various subjects 
the children explore are: colors, sizes and quantities up to five. 
Moreover, by playing together and discussing their answers, the 
children practice their social skills.

Concentra
Core skill L  

Concentra is a picture puzzle in sudoku 
style, as the rows and columns may have 
each item used only once. While playing, 
children engage analytical and creative 
thinking while they concentrate to fill 
in the entire grid. There are 3 levels of 
difficulty per puzzle: easy, difficult and 
very difficult and each game board is 
coded to picture cards and control cards. 
Self-checking.

Contents: 
6 game boards
60 picture cards
6 control cards
manual

Wooden box with lid (27.6 x 24 x 2.8 cm).

E309500  concentra

Contents: 
4 coded game boards
4 sets of coded cards for the 4 game boards
spinner
manual

Wooden box with lid (33 x 33 x 4 cm).

E309400   matrix mix
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Search and find
Core skill L  

Fun variation on the memory match game concept. The pairs relate 
to each other but are not identical. Insert one assignment card into 
the game box upper shelf and try to find the related pairs by lifting 
the red discs. Durable and versatile, this boxed set keeps all the 
items in place. 

Contents: 
8 assignment boards
wooden game board / storage box (32 x 32 x 6 cm)
12 wooden red discs with knobs

E522981  search and find
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Combino
Core skill L   

Transparent image overlays make exploring this lesson creative 
and fun. Children match the overlay that relates best to the image 
on one of the 6 boards. Close attention must be given to the image 
in order to explore what might make the picture more complete.

Contents: 
6 lesson boards
48 transparency images
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid (34 x 20 x 6 cm).

E522036  combino

Combino animals
Core skill L  

Transparent image overlays make exploring this lesson creative 
and fun. Children match the overlay that relates best to the image 
on the board. Close attention must be given to the image in order to 
explore what might make the picture more complete.

Contents: 
6 lesson boards
48 transparency images
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid (34 x 20 x 6 cm).

E522887  combino animals

Halves dominos
Core skill L  

Large and colorful domino set suitable for 
young children learning to take turns. The 
players work from left to right, starting at 
the kite, to match up the images. 
This game teaches children to take turns 
and pay attention to details.

Contents: 
56 wooden pieces
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid 
(39.5 x 15.5 x 7 cm).

E522875  halves dominos

Tactile discrimination

Tactile discrimination is all about feeling differences and similarities by touch. The main goal is to feel the differences and similarities 
of different shapes and structures. Playing a feel memory or playing a game while blindfolded are activities which stimulate tactile 
discrimination.

Language play >> Discrimination >> Tactile discrimination

Twins: Shapes
Core skill L  

Make twins based on shape. Feel and discriminate between 8 different shapes and place 
2 matching shapes side by side in the wooden block. Develop perceptual skills and fi ne 
motor skills. 

Contents: 
wooden block with 2 x 8 different shapes

Cotton bag.

E523285  twins: shapes

Tactile dice game
Core skill L  

Tactile game with 6 materials: cork, felt, 
sandpaper and 3 types of plastic. 
Throw the die, feel the material on top 
and try to fi nd a disk in the bag with the 
same material. If you fi nd the matching 
disk you may place it in your tray and try to 
collect all materials. Learn to recognize, 
compare and name various materials and 
develop perceptual skills. 

Contents: 
wooden tactile die
4 wooden inlay trays
24 wooden disks
manual 

Cotton bag (27 x 13 cm).

E3004150  tactile dice game

Blindfold

Colorful blindfolds that can be used for all 
the tactile Educo games.

Contents: 
4 blindfolds in red, blue, green and orange.

E523320  blindfold
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Tactillo
Core skill L  

Tactillo engages children to match an 
abstract shape with its picture. Children 
improve both visual and tactile skills. 
Increase the game difficulty by keeping 
the shapes in the provided bag and seek 
them out by touch alone.

Contents: 
8 image strips
64 wooden shapes (2x 32)
cotton bag
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid  
(50 x 15 x 6 cm).

E522818  tactillo

Available separately
E512245  wooden game stand (49 x 8 cm)

Tactile box
Core skill SL  

With the Tactile Box, children describe 
what they touch thus stimulating their 
vocabulary. Feel an object inside the box 
and describe it without looking. Using 
adjectives like soft, rough, large or small 
help students to define the item and find 
its name.

Contents: 
wooden box with handles and covered 
hand holes (36 x 20 x 35 cm)
manual

E522873  tactile box

Set 1: 10 geometric shapes, 10 cards with
matching pictures, plastic box.

E324300 tactile materials set 1

Set 2: 12 varied objects, 12 cards with
matching pictures, plastic box.

E324400 tactile materials set 2
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Fine motor skills

Fine motor skills are all about the coordination of small muscle movements mostly in body parts such as the fingers, 
usually in coordination with the eyes. The main goal is to prepare children for writing. Tying shoelaces, using scissors and 
completing a puzzle are activities which stimulate fine motor skills.

Motor play >> Motor development >> Fine motor skills

Vetrovorm
Core skill SL  

A fun game for developing hand-eye coordination. Copy colorful 
designs by threading strings through the perforated cards or use 
the 6 blank cards to create own designs.

Contents:
18 perforated plastic cards
24 cotton laces
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid (35 x 19 x 8 cm).

E522462  vetrovorm

Available separately
E522576  vetrovorm - additional 24 string laces

Happy hammer farm set
Science skill LS1   

Cork board allows for the colorful farmyard figures to be easily 
applied or removed. Children may follow the 12 sample cards, 
or make up their own scenes and designs. 

Contents:
2 cork boards (30 x 22.5 cm)
12 assignment cards
2 small plastic hammers
72 plastic farmyard figures
brass nails

Wooden box with partitions and lid (40 x 34 x 8 cm).

E522353  happy hammer farm set

Available separately
E522805  72 plastic farmyard figures
E512091  cork board with plastic bottom
E512090  box of nails
E522380  hammer

Screwy
Core skill MD   

This ever-fascinating nuts and bolts game requires children to copy the various color/shape sequences. 

Contents:
8 assignment cards  
64 multi-colored plastic geometric pieces
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid (40 x 34 x 8 cm).

E522046  screwy

Available separately
E522763  game card holder

Happy hammer geo set
Core skill SL  

Create mosaic designs with geometric 
shapes in various colors. Model one of 
the 12 assignment cards or make up your 
own unique creations. Improve fine motor 
skills and hand-eye coordination.

Contents: 
2 cork boards (30 x 22.5 cm)
12 assignment cards
2 small plastic hammers
144 plastic geo shapes
brass nails

Wooden box with partitions and lid (40 x 
34 x 8 cm).

E522.355 happy hammer geo set

Available separately
E522357 144 plastic shapes
E512092 cork board (30 x 22.5 cm)
E512090 box of nails
E522380 hammer
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Kralo group set
Core skill MD   

Use the transparent bead boards as an image overlay or increase difficulty by using an image card as a separate guide. Children are 
challenged to find a starting point when applying the beads. The application of beads to the board highly engages hand - eye and thumb - 
pointer finger coordination. Self-checking.

Contents per set: 
4 bead boards
12 patterned image cards
1000 plastic beads

Wooden box with partitions and lid (43 x 22 x 5.5 cm).

E522394E522391 E522392 E522393

Magnetic maze/pre-writing motor skills boards
Core skill G  

Excellent for developing hand eye coordination, logical thinking and 
visual tracing. While playing with these boards, children train their 
writing movements, spatial awareness and concentration.  
For every board there are 6 exercise cards with examples of 
patterns. Using these cards, the children try to move the colored 
balls with magnetic pen through the maze to the right spot. Size: 
35,5 x 37,5 x 5 cm.

Motor skills board
E522391  numbers
E522392  pattern 1
E522393  pattern 2
E522394  shapes

Insert mosaic
Core skill MD   

Children arrange a mix of round and square multi-colored pegs and learn to convert a 2-D picture into a 3-D situation. Children choose a 
perforated image card, insert it into a frame stand and apply the matching pegs. The 10 mm pegs and their boards are more complex than the 
15 mm version. Fine-tune motor skills as well as color and pattern perception with this developmental game. 

Contents:
2 plastic insert frames
10 plastic assignment cards

Wooden box with partitions and lid (40 x 34 x 9 cm).

E522333  insert mosaic 10 mm
E522334  insert mosaic 15 mm

E522333

E522334

Available separately
E522335  additional pins 10mm (c.800 pcs)
E522336  additional pins 15mm (c.400 pcs)
E522337  additional insert frame 20 x 28 cm

Kralo group set 
E522808  square
E522809  circle

Maxi insert mosaic 
Core skill MD  

A transparent insert mosaic frame to encourage 
children to exercise their color and shape 
perception. Children can make their own 
creations or use one of the 8 assignment cards. 
The assignment cards have 8 advancing levels of 
difficulty.

Contents:
160 pegs in 8 bright colors
8 assignment cards
manual

Wooden box with partitions and lid (31 x 29 x 8.5 cm).

E523096  maxi insert mosaic
E523095  mosaic board (38x27 cm)
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Magnet experiment game

Explore the principles of magnetism by putting the magnet on the 
board. Do the objects cling to the magnet? Predict the outcome by 
putting a green pin if you think an object will cling to the magnet 
and a red pin if you think it won’t. The box can be fi lled with a wide 
array of your own materials. 

Contents:
wooden board (30,5 x 20,5 x 4 cm) with a sliding lid and attached 
magnet

E523275  magnet experiment game

Motor skills cards
Core skill SL  

Practical and fun way to practice writing. The plastic coated cards are an excellent teaching aid for the development of handwriting and pen 
control. Children use the 4 sections: the top line illustrates a writing pattern; the next line shows the beginning of the same pattern; the third 
line is for free-form copying; and the last section is for free-form copying within a frame. Use with whiteboard markers (not included).

Contents:
10 motor skills cards (33.5 x 22 cm)
manual

Wooden box with lid (37 x 23 x 4.5 cm).

E522274  motor skills cards

Skribi
Core skill SL  

Push a marble through the maze using 
one of the cups, while avoiding the holes. 
By making large writing motions on the 
playing board children improve hand-
eye coordination and fi ne motor skills, 
important for learning to write. 

Contents:
playing board box lid
2 additional playing boards
4 transparent cups in 2 sizes
10 marbles in 2 colors
manual

Wooden box (50.5 x 33 x 3 cm).

E325100  skribi

Skribi, supplementary set

Extra cards for Skribi. With these cards children practice writing movements with one or both hands simultaneously. Practicing coordination 
between the left and the right hand is important for learning to write. 

Contents:
3 playing boards (49 x 31.5 cm)

E3251A0  skribi, supplementary set
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Rubando

Children practise tying their shoelaces in two 
exciting games. The shoelace-tying board can 
also be used in learning to tie shoelaces for 
the first time. Use the copying card to ‘issue’ 
Shoe-Tying Certificates’ for children who have 
learned to tie their own shoes.

Contents: 
4 shoelace-tying boards
die with shoelace-tying symbols
die with two black dots
copying card with Shoelace Tying Certificate
manual

E300500  rubando

Draw what’s missing
Core skill W   

It is a real challenge to childlike curiosity 
to discover where ‘the mistake is’ and...
to set it straight. Good, concentrated 
observation is the message here, wrapped 
in a fun way to work. Taking turns, 
visual observation focuses on the total 
representation, on the detail and vice 
versa. Applying logical reasoning, the 
observations convert to precision motor 
activities, until the final result appears.

Contents: 
3 activity cards with 36 ‘draw the missing 
items’
3 activity cards with 24 ‘connect the dots’
whiteboard marker
manual

Wooden box with lid (27 x 22 x 2 cm).

E372600 draw what’s missing

Basic graphic learning board
Core skill G   

A beautifully designed motor skills board, that can be used to playfully practice writing motor skills, spatial relations and the ability to 
concentrate. With the help of the instruction cards which show example patterns, the coloured balls are moved to the correct place using the 
attached magnetic pen. The children also trace the lines of real letters in a step towards really writing. Size: 29.5 x 29.5 cm.

E522951 basic graphic learning board

Counting learning board
Core skill CC   

A motor skills board to playfully practice motor skills as well as gain number comprehension. Using the instruction cards with example 
patterns, the colored balls are moved to the correct place using the attached magnetic pen. Size: 29.5 x 29.5 cm.

E522952  counting learning board
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Puzzle play

Putting together a puzzle is all about trying to fit the right pieces into the right place. The main goal for children is to  
improve their coordination, fine motor skills, language, and cognitive capacities. Solving problems, making decisions,  
and practicing memory skills are activities that are stimulated by doing puzzles.

Puzzle play >> Play and solve >> Knob puzzles

Inlay boards - fruit/animal
Science skill LS1   

With 10 lift-out shapes in each scene, children become familiar 
with the names of various fruits and animals. These boards use 
large, easy to grip knobs. 

Contents:
1 wooden puzzle frame (varnished beech 28 x 28 cm)
10 lift-out shapes

E522636  inlay board - fruit
E522637  inlay board - animals

Insert boards
Science skill LS1   

Inlay puzzles that stimulate the visual perception. Children see 
the image of the hide and search for the  corresponding piece of 
the puzzle. Thanks to the big knobs, the puzzle pieces are easy to 
grasp and move. 

Contents:
1 wooden puzzle frame (varnished beech  24 x 30 cm)
4 or 6 lift-out shapes

E523208  inlay board - scale and elyta
E523209  inlay board - African fur

Inlay boards
Science skill LS1   

Inlay puzzle boards that are specifically designed for the very young or those with developing motor skills.  
The lift out pieces have large knobs for easy maneuvering.

Contents:
1 wooden puzzle frame (varnished beech 34 x 34 cm)

E522924  inlay board - vehicles (11 shapes)
E522926  inlay board - geometric shapes (12 shapes)
E522927  inlay board - house and garden (11 shapes)

Hidden surprises puzzles 
Science skill LS1   

A colorful educational tool designed specifically for younger children. 
When a shape is lifted up, it reveals a surprise image which is associated 
with the puzzle piece. 

Contents:
1 wooden puzzle frame (varnished beech 28 x 28 cm)
8 or 9 lift-out shapes

E522402  hidden surprises puzzle - bedroom
E522403  hidden surprises puzzle - birthday party
E522404  hidden surprises puzzle - picnic
E522405  hidden surprises puzzle - nesting boxes
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Surprise inlay boards 
Science skill ESS3   

A colorful educational tool designed specifically for younger children. When a shape is lifted up,  
it reveals a surprise image which is associated with the puzzle piece. 

Contents:
1 wooden puzzle frame (varnished beech 28 x 28 cm)
7-9 wooden lift-out shapes with knobs

E522650  surprise inlay board - farm house
E522651  surprise inlay board - woods
E522653  surprise inlay board - zoo

Puzzle play >> Play and solve >> Jigsaw puzzles

Animals puzzles
Science skill LS1  

This animal themed series of framed puzzles helps to advance 
children into jigsaw puzzles. Children learn to sort and arrange 
the border pieces around the central jigsaw piece. Available 
individually or as a set of 4. 

Contents:
1 wooden frame (varnished beech  24 x 24 cm)
9 puzzle pieces (4 mm birch plywood)

Animal puzzle
E523089  flying
E523090  marine
E523091  polar
E523092  farmyard
E523093  complete set of 4

Vehicle puzzle box
 

Core skill L  

Trains, planes and automobiles are some of the themes children 
love. This complete set of 10 colorful jigsaws  have wonderful 
illustrations with a transportation theme. Five of the puzzles have 
6 pieces and five have 8 pieces. 

Contents:
10 wooden puzzle frames (varnished beech  14 x 20 cm)
70 wooden jigsaw pieces (6 mm birch  plywood).

Wooden box with partitions lid (32 x 23 x 7 cm)

E522350  vehicle puzzle box

Jigsaw puzzles

Block puzzle
 

Science skill LS1  

Block puzzle that contains the following animals: a duck, a 
sheep, a cow and a rabbit each in a different colour. The 6 large 
oblong wooden puzzle blocks are suitable for the small hands of 
very young children. By turning the blocks, one of the animals is 
created.

Contents: 
1 wooden puzzle frame
6 oblong wooden blocks (3.5 x 3.5 x 20 cm)

E306400  block puzzle
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Animal puzzles - Mother and baby 
Science skill LS1   

This series of beautifully illustrated and framed puzzles features mother and baby scenes from the animal kingdom. 
The puzzles vary from 6 to 12 pieces each. The puzzles have square or rectangular pieces. Available separately or as a boxed set of 8.

Contents:
1 wooden puzzle frame (varnished beech 24 x 24 cm)
6 puzzle pieces (2.5 mm plastic)

Animal puzzle-mother and baby
E522276  giraffe (6 pieces)
E522277  crocodile (6 pieces)
E522278  panda (8 pieces)
E522279  monkey (8 pieces)

Baby puzzles
Science skill LS1   

These 4 lovely framed jigsaw puzzles capture life with a new baby 
in the house. The rich details engage the imagination and inspire 
questions from children. These puzzles help children to enjoy the 
anticipation of  a new baby. Available seperately or in a set of 4.

Contents:
1 wooden frame (varnished beech 24 x 24 cm)
jigsaw pieces (4 mm birch plywood)

My Health puzzles
Science skill LS1   

A set of 4 beautifully detailed puzzles 
showing children in situations relating to 
their health. Each puzzle has 16 pieces 
and fits into a beech frame. Puzzles 
available individually  or as a set.

Contains: 
1 puzzle frame (varnished beech 34 x 34 cm)
16 jigsaw pieces (4 mm birch plywood)

My health puzzle
E522551  dentist
E522552  doctor
E522553  vet
E522554  hospital
E522557   set of 4

Personal hygiene puzzles
Science skill LS1   

A series of 4 framed scenes concentrating on personal hygiene. 
These scenes can be used as teaching aids as well as fun jigsaw 
puzzles. Available individually or as a set of 4. 

Contents:
1 wooden puzzle frame (varnished beech 34 x 34 cm)
16 or 25 jigsaw pieces (4 mm birch plywood)

E522590  washing your hands (16 pieces)
E522591  bath time (16 pieces)
E522592  getting dressed (25 pieces)
E522593  brushing your teeth (25 pieces)
E522594   personal hygiene puzzles  - complete set of 4

Baby puzzle
E522676  sleeping (12 pieces)
E522677  bathing (12 pieces)
E522678  eating (9 pieces)
E522679  playing (9 pieces)
E522684  complete set of 4

E522280  elephant (9 pieces)
E522281  zebra (9 pieces)
E522282  penguin (12 pieces)
E522283  hippo (12 pieces)
E522633  complete set of 8 (8 pieces)
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Transport puzzles 
Science skill ESS2   

A series of 4 large framed puzzles that increase in 
diffi culty as  the pieces get smaller and become more 
numerous. The scenes show familiar situations that 
can also be used as a story board for safety talks. 
Available individually or as a set of 4. 

Contents:
1 wooden puzzle frame (varnished beech 34 x 34 cm)
jigsaw pieces (4 mm birch plywood)

Transport puzzle
E522067  airport (16 pieces)
E522068   train station (25 pieces)
E522069  ferry (36 pieces)
E522070   traffi c (49 pieces)
E522071   complete set of 4

Technique puzzles 
Science skill ESS2   

A series of puzzles that contains appealing images of different technique situations. The diversity  within this series makes it suitable for 
introducing science instruction and class discussion. Available individually or as a set of 4. 

Contents:
1 wooden puzzle frame (varnished beech 40 x 28 cm)
wooden jigsaw pieces (4 mm birch  plywood)

Fairytale puzzles 
Core skill RL

4 inviting puzzles that have attractive illustrations with themes  
from well-known fairy tales. The puzzles can also be used as  
visual aids for story telling. Available individually or as a full set.

Contents:
1 wooden puzzle frame (varnished beech 40 x 28 cm)
35 jigsaw pieces (4 mm birch plywood)

Fairytale puzzle 
E522560  Aladdin
E522561  Cinderella
E522562  Snow White
E522563   Hansel and Gretel
E522634   complete set of 4

Children’s activities puzzles
Core skill SL  

A series of 4 wonderfully detailed puzzles depicting happy events 
that children enjoy experiencing. Available individually or as  a 
set of 4. 

Contents:
1 wooden frame (varnished beech 40 x 28 cm)
24 jigsaw pieces each (4 mm birch plywood)

Children’s activities  puzzle
E522570  birthday party
E522571  farm visit
E522572  picnic
E522573  playground
E522627  complete set of 4

Technique puzzle
E523294   garage (24 pieces)
E523295  airdock (24 pieces)
E523296  workshop (35 pieces)
E523297  shipyard (35 pieces)
E523298   complete set of 4
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Astronautics puzzles 

A series of puzzles that contains appealing images with the theme of space travel.  
The diversity within this series makes it suitable for introducing science instruction and 
class discussion. Available individually or as a set of 4. 

Contents:
1 wooden puzzle frame each (varnished beech 40 x 40 cm)
30 wooden pieces (4 mm birch plywood)

Astronautics puzzle
E523229  rocket
E522230  astronaut
E522231  earth
E522232  stars and planets
E523228  complete set of 4

Street action puzzles 
Science skill ESS2   

A series of 4 large framed puzzles that  increase in difficulty as 
the pieces get  smaller and become more numerous. The scenes 
show familiar situations  and can also be used for safety talks. 
Available individually or as a set of 4. 

Contents:
1 wooden puzzle frame each  (varnished beech 34 x 34 cm)
jigsaw pieces (4 mm birch plywood)

Street action puzzle
E522072  rescue (16 pieces)
E522073   fire fighters  (25 pieces)
E522074   road building  (36 pieces)
E522075   trash collection  (49 pieces)
E522076  complete set of 4
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Dino puzzles  
Science skill ESS3   

This series of puzzles is one every dinosaur lover should have. The diversity  within this series makes it a tool for story telling and class 
discussion. Available individually or as a set of 4. 

Contents:
1 wooden puzzle frame each  (varnished beech 40 x 40 cm)
jigsaw pieces (4 mm birch plywood)

Power puzzles  
Science skill ESS2   

A unique series of tough looking puzzles. The puzzles have 28 or 35 pieces. The themes are all about power and excitement. 
The set contains the following puzzles: Formula 1, Power boat race, Motocross and  Air show. Puzzle pieces of 4 mm birch plywood. 
Varnished beech wooden frame. 

Contents:
1 wooden puzzle frame each (varnished beech 40 x 28 cm)
jigsaw pieces (4 mm birch plywood)

Seasons puzzles
Science skill ESS3   

Every season is featured in this series of 4 puzzles. 
The pictures all show scenes outside the same 
house but at different  times of the year. 
The simplicity and quantity of pieces are perfect 
for the youngest puzzle solvers. 
Available individually or as a set of 4. 

Contents:
1 wooden puzzle frame each (varnished beech 
34 x 34 cm)
jigsaw pieces (4 mm birch plywood)

Seasons puzzle
E522855  spring (9 pieces)
E522856  summer  (16 pieces)
E522857  autumn (9 pieces)
E522858  winter (16 pieces)
E522859  complete set of 4

Holiday puzzles  
Core skill SL  

A series of 4 framed puzzles with appealing holiday 
activities. Beautifully drawn pictures of a cruise, 
winter sports, camping and safari. 
Available individually or as a set of 4. 

Contents:
1 wooden frame each (beech wood 40 x 40 cm)
49 puzzle pieces each (4 mm birch plywood)

Holiday puzzle
E523267  cruise
E523268  winter sports
E523269  camping
E523270  safari
E523271   complete set of 4

Power puzzle
E523301  formula 1 (28 pieces)
E523302  power boat race (35 pieces)
E523303  motocross (28 pieces)
E523304  air show (35 pieces)
E523305  complete set of 4

Dino puzzle
E523223  on the land (36 pieces)
E523224  in the water (49 pieces)
E523225  in the ice age (49 pieces)
E523226  excavation (64 pieces)
E523243  complete set of 4
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Puzzles European cities 
Core skill L  

Explore great cities in Europe with these appealing puzzles of famous buildings.  
Available individually or as a set of 4.

Contents:
1 wooden frame each  (varnished beech 40 x 40 cm)
49 pieces each (4 mm birch plywood)

Sports puzzles   
Core skill SL  

This wonderful series of 4 framed jigsaw puzzles shows pictures of ice hockey, cycle racing, 
basketball and fitness training. The beautifully illustrated scenes are rich in detail and fun 
to put together. Available individually or as a set of 4. 

Contents:
1 wooden frame each (varnished beech 40 x 40 cm)
64 jigsaw pieces each (4 mm birch plywood)

Sports puzzles II   
Core skill SL  

This wonderful series of 4 framed jigsaw puzzles shows pictures 
of swimming, horse riding, soccer and ballet. The beautifully 
illustrated scenes are rich in detail and fun to put together. 
Available individually or as a set of 4. 

Contents:
1 wooden frame each (varnished beech 40 x 40 cm)
64 jigsaw pieces each (4 mm birch plywood)

Sports puzzle II
E522877  swimming pool
E522878  horse riding

Wonders of  the World puzzles 
Core skill L  

Explore the world with this series of  Wonders of the 
World puzzles. See the Colosseum, Taj Mahal, Great 
Wall of China, and the Great Pyramid of Giza. Available 
individually or as a set of 4. 

Contents:
1 wooden frame each  (varnished beech 40 x 40)
81 jigsaw pieces each (4 mm birch plywood)

Wonders of the world
E523262  Colosseum
E523263  Taj Mahal
E523264  Great Wall of China
E523265  Great Pyramid of Giza
E523266  complete set of 4

Recreation puzzles 
Core skill SL  

This series of 4 large framed puzzles appeal to 
the imagination. The pictures are full of detail and 
great for use as an anticipatory set before story 
telling. Available individually or as a set of 4. 

Contents:
1 wooden frame each (varnished beech 40 x 40)
64 jigsaw pieces each (4 mm birch plywood)

Recreation puzzle
E522615    children’s  farm
E522616  zoo
E522617   amusement park
E522618   swimming pool
E522099  complete set of 4

Sports puzzle
E523247  ice hockey
E523248  cycle racing
E523249  basketball
E523250  fitness training
E523251  complete set of 4

E522879  soccer
E522880  ballet
E522881  complete set of 4

Puzzle European cities
E523257  Paris
E523258  Moscow
E523259  London
E523260  Pisa
E523261   complete set of 4
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USA puzzles  
Core skill L  

Explore the world with this series of USA puzzles. 
See the White house, Golden Gate, Mount Rushmore, 
and the Statue of Liberty. 
Available individually or as a set of 4. 

Contents:
1 wooden frame each  (varnished beech)

USA puzzle
E523287  White house (25 pieces)
E523288  Golden Gate (36 pieces)
E523289  Mount rushmore (49 pieces)
E523290  Statue of liberty (64 pieces)

Series 100 puzzles
Core skill L  

Wonderfully illustrated, these  4 advanced  
level jigsaw puzzles appeal to the imagination.  
The number of pieces makes  these appropriate for 
advanced  or group play. Available individually or  
as a complete set of 4.

Contents:
1 wooden frame each  (varnished beech 40 x 40 cm)
100 jigsaw pieces each  (4 mm birch plywood)

Series 100 puzzle
E522811 pirate ship
E522812 knights
E522813  cowboys and indians
E522814 castle
E522810 complete set of 4

Surprise puzzle - farm
Core skill SL  

The surprise puzzle (25 pieces) is very suitable for children that 
need an extra challenge. The puzzle box depicts an image of a 
startled farmer looking out of the window of his stables. But what 
is it exactly, that the farmer is surprised of? While making the 
puzzle, the child discovers what is going on outside the farm. The 
puzzle should be put back into the box in loose pieces, so that it will 
remain a surprise for every child.

Contents: 
25 puzzle pieces in wooden box
(box dimensions: 15 x 40 x 7 cm)

E523234  surprise puzzle - farm

Above and beneath puzzles 
Science skill ESS3   

This unique series of puzzles each illustrate what is going on above and beneath the ground 
and / or water. The pictures provide many topics for  discussions. These offer advanced 
puzzling fun with no less than 120 pieces each. Available individually or as a complete set of 4.

Contents:
1 wooden frame each  (varnished beech 40 x 50 cm)
120 jigsaw pieces each (4 mm birch plywood)

Above and beneath puzzle
E522851  ocean
E522852  lake
E522853  woods
E522854  city
E522850   complete set of 4

Series 81 puzzles
Core skill L  

Full of detail and talking points, these 4 puzzles depict everyday scenes. The puzzles each 
contain 81 pieces and are available individually or as a set of 4. Puzzle pieces 4 mm birch 
plywood.  Varnished beech wood frame. Frame size: 40 x 40 cm.

Series 81 puzzle
E522162  supermarket
E522163  ice cream parlour
E522164  toy shop
E522165  bakery
E522161  complete set of 4

Beeld nog 
toevoegen
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Seasons puzzle in 4 layers
Core skill SL  

A 4 layered puzzle that shows the 4 seasons: spring, summer, 
autumn, winter. All layers contain 7 puzzle pieces. 

Contents:
wooden puzzle frame (birch plywood 34 x 22 cm)
28 wooden puzzle pieces

E523227  seasons puzzle in 4 layers

Getting dressed puzzles 
Science skill LS1   

These layered puzzles detail children getting dressed. Each layer has the same piece shapes so that the different layers can be interchanged.

Contents:
1 Inlay board  (birch plywood 34 x 22 cm)
9 wooden puzzle pieces  (3 layers of 3)

Puzzle play >> Play and solve >> Layer puzzles

Layer puzzles

E522019   getting dressed  puzzle - boy
E522020   getting dressed  puzzle - girl
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Growth puzzles
Science skill LS1   

These imaginative layered puzzles help to present the 
growth cycle concept. The series shows the passage of time  
with the development of the images. Each phase of growth is 
larger and requires more pieces to complete the picture.

Contents:
1 wooden layered puzzle frame (birch plywood  
24 x 24 x 2 cm)
31 wooden pieces

Growth puzzle
E522009  tulip
E522011  grandmother
E522012  chicken
E522013  frog
E522015  grandfather

Puzzlecase 24
Core skill CC  

Suitable for all types of 24 x 24 cm puzzles; also use 
with the deeper growth puzzles. Holds up to 8 puzzles. 
Dimensions 29 x 21 x 29 cm.

E522017 puzzle case 24 (empty)

Puzzles in 2 layers 
Science skill ESS2  

A 2 layered puzzle that shows the inside and the outside of a truck, fire engine, police car 
and ambulance. The bottom layer contains 25 pieces, the top layer 64 pieces. Available 
individually or as a set of 4. 

Contents:
1 wooden frame each (varnished beech 40 x 40 cm)
puzzle pieces

Puzzle in 2 layers
E523252  truck
E523253  fire engine
E523254  police car
E523255  ambulance
E523256  complete set of 4

Layer puzzle daily rhytm
Core skill SL  

A 4 layered puzzle that shows the daily 
rhytm of a child. The first layer contains 4 
puzzle pieces, the second layer 8 pieces, 
the third layer 12 pieces and the last 
contains 16 pieces.
Made of varnished birch plywood. 
Frame size: 30 x 30 cm.

E523060 layer puzzle daily rhythm

E522014  butterfly
E522016  bird
E522018  sunflower
E522221  turtle
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Floor puzzles
Science skill ESS2   

These large floor jigsaw puzzles feature detailed illustrations of a working farm or a suburban home.

Contents:
49 jigsaw pieces (birch plywood 60 x 60 cm)

Wooden box with lid (40 x 34 x  8 cm) - completed image on  the lid.

E522077  floor puzzle - farm
E522078  floor puzzle - house

E522077

E522078

Zoo puzzles
Core skill SL  

A set of 4 puzzles that can be put together to form one large puzzle 
that measures 72 x 72 cm. These can also be used as 4 individual 
puzzles. 

Contents:
4 wooden frames (varnished beech 36 x 36 cm)
50 pieces total  (4 mm birch plywood) 

E522965  zoo puzzles - complete set of 4

Puzzle play >> Play and solve >> Floor puzzles

Floor puzzles

Papilo
Science skill LS1   

Papilo teaches children shape and color comparisons 
during play. In addition, the children can learn and talk 
about the life cycle of  butterflies. Moreover, children learn 
the different kinds of plants  for the various life stages of 
this insect.

Contents:
36 pieces with partial illustrations of 6 different butterflies
36 pieces with partial illustrations of 6 different plants
manual 

Wooden box with lid (25,5 x 18,5 x 4,5 cm).

E326400  papilo

Arbio
Science skill LS1   

Arbio takes advantage of children’s natural interest in nature, 
particularly trees. There are images of trees, types of leaves and 
tree fruits. These are fun to match with the examples on the chart. 
The beautiful illustrations are detailed and lifelike.

Contents:
(series of 3 wooden boards)
24 wooden boards with 12 trees in summer
24 wooden boards with 12 types of  leaves
24 wooden boards with 12 different tree fruits
1 master chart
printed on both sides
manual

Wooden box with lid (30.5 x 29.5 x 4 cm).

E323400  arbio
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Buggy

Buggy with a solid beech frame, candy-
striped linen, solid plastic wheels and 
extra-large rubber tyres for grip. Push 
bar height is approx. 56 cm.

E522459  buggy 

Educo toddler trike

This sturdy wooden trike has been 
specially designed for toddlers. 
Size: 50 x 25 cm, seat height 23 cm.

E523104  educo toddler trike

Cash register

Play and practice money transactions. 
The wooden cash register features push 
buttons, a money tray and a pretend credit 
card. The money display is connected to 
the cash register with a strong magnet. 
Dimensions: 24 x 24 x 13 cm.

E523006  cash register

Clothes airer

Clothes airer with foldaway legs.
Dimensions: 52 x 32 x 69 cm.

E522.478 clothes airer

Shopping cart

Shopping cart with a solid wooden frame, 
basket and tray, 
and extra-large rubber tyres to carry a lot 
of groceries! 
Dimensions: 36 x 23 x 60 cm.

E009203  shopping cart 

Play car

Play car with fun game elements such 
as a key, gear shift, steering wheel and 
speedometer. 
Dimensions: 120 x 75 x 45 cm. 
Seat height: 25 cm.

E523181  play car 

Play Boat

Large play boat with fun game elements 
such as a ship’s wheel, rudder, gangway 
and an anchor. 
Dimensions: 150 x 100 x 80 cm. 
Seat height: 25 cm.

E523182  play boat 

Doll buggy

Wooden doll buggy with 4 solid plastic 
wheels. Dimensions: 50 x 26 x 49 cm.

E522495  doll buggy
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Coffee-maker

A lifelike coffee-maker. Make the most delicious coffee with the 
coffee pads (included). 
Height: 21 cm.

E523113  coffee-maker

Toaster

A ‘real’ working toaster, including 2 slices of bread. 
Dimensions: 20 x 13 x 5 cm.

E523114  toaster

Microwave

A nice wooden microwave. 
Delivered ready assembled.
Dimensions: 38 x 25 x 26 cm.

E523043  microwave

Kitchen centre

The kitchen centre contains everything 
you need for your pretend kitchen play. 
Features 4 black hot plates, cooker 
controls, an oven, a microwave and a sink. 
All Educo kitchen cabinets are equipped 
with safety hinges which have a built-in 
shock absorber.

E009417  kitchen centre 

Available separately
E009418  kitchen sink (plastic)

Farmhouse

Explore your imagination with this fabulous farmhouse.
The farmhouse has a hinged roof and a sliding door.  
Suitable for both role and individual play. Accessories not included. 
Dimensions: 50 x 24 x 28 cm.

E522642  farmhouse

Garage big

Large sized garage built for strength 
and longlasting play value. It includes 
many features, including a car lift, ramp, 
parking deck, petrol pumps and a repair 
shop on the ground floor. 
Dimensions: 77 x 50 x 47 cm.

E523005  garage big 
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Wooden Domino set

Large wooden dominoes set with various 
attributes. 

Contents: 
500 dominoes
4 stairs, 3 revolving doors
mill
marble track
10 building blocks, 2 buffers and 2 bells. 

Wooden box with lid (38 x 32 x 7 cm).

E523127  wooden domino set

01.01Educo 02Toys

Building bricks colored

A selection of 100 bright colored building bricks in a variety of 
shapes to encourage imaginative construction play. The blocks 
have different shapes and sizes and are packed in a wooden box. 
Dimensions box: 30 x 21 x 8 cm.

E522413   building bricks colored

Building bricks natural

100 wooden bricks in different shapes. Comes in a cotton bag.

E522480  building bricks natural
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Sand-water scoop

Easy-to-use plastic scoop for both sand
and water in assorted colors.
Length: 23.5 cm.

E522765  sand-water scoop

Sand bucket

Solid bucket with strong plastic handle and a wide rim underneath 
for easy pouring.
The sieves are 14.5 cm diameter (522.772) and fit on the top of the 
bucket.

E522771  sand bucket
E522776  sand bucket transparent

Sand sieves

These sieves match perfectly on the sand
buckets (522.771 & 522.776). Assorted in
4 colors. Diameter: 14.5 cm.

E522772  sand sieves

Spades and rake

Spades and rake for heavy duty work with ergonomical
design. Super strong for long-lasting pleasure.

E522773 spade length 80 cm, red
E522774 spade length 65 cm, yellow
E522775 rake length 75 cm, blue

Geometric sand shapes

The set contains 2x rectangle, 2x triangle, 2x circle and 2x square, 
made of plastic. They can be combined to make all sorts of 
imaginative sand figures. Dimensions: approximately 11 cm.

E522848  geometric sand shapes

Sand and water

Improve motor skills by playing with water and sand. While experiencing and manipulating these materials children 
develop early writing skills. Play with Educo.

Active play >> Play and experience >> Sand and water 
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New: Apps for play based learning

Do you want to make your child’s learning experience even more challenging? 

Enhance your game and try the new Educo Apps, available on the App Store 

and Google play.

• Age 3-6

•  3 Diffi culty levels

•  Selfchecking

• Available on iTunes App Store and Google play

The Apps are developed by the educational specialists 

of Educo, the Netherlands.  www.educo.com

Check out all the Educo Apps!

Figurogram
Learn more about shape, 

color, form and pattern.

Cause and effect
Put the theme boards in 

the right order.

Resulta
Find three cards and 

order them by fi rst, 

second and result.

Counting street
Count and deliver the 

letters to the right house 

according to color.

Which is wrong
Name objects that 

go together and mark the 

odd item with the red X.

Find and count  colors
Find and count all the 

objects on the theme 

plate.

Combino
Find the overlays that 

relate best to the images.

Ed Memo
Classic memory game 

of ‘pairs’ using 

attractive images.

Sounds lotto
Listen carefully and 

discern everyday 

sounds.

Find the shape
Discover the shape that 

is hidden in the picture.

Mathematical play

Language play

Only $ 1,79 APPS

01.01Educo 02Toys
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Split(s)box pupils

Learn to partition numbers up to 10. As the number pictures are visualized repeatedly it develops mental arithmetics.

Contents:
blue plastic box with sliding lid (7 x 4.5 x 1.6 cm) 
10 yellow plastic balls (0.7 cm Ø) 

J1550000 split(s)box pupils

Balls Split(s)box pupils

Plastic box with 50 small yellow balls that belong to the Split(s)box 
pupils. To split up numbers over 10 and to replace lost balls.

Contents:
transparent plastic box (6.5 x 4.5 x 2 cm)
50 yellow plastic balls (0.7 cm Ø)

J1551000 balls split(s)box pupils

Balls Split(s)box teacher

Plastic box with 5 yellow balls that belong to the Split(s)box 
teacher. To split up numbers over 10 and to replace lost balls.

Contents:
transparent plastic box (10.5 x 8.5 x 5 cm)
5 yellow plastic balls (3.5 cm Ø)

J1552001 balls split(s)box teacher

Split(s)box teacher

With this Split(s)box teachers demonstrate the partitioning of numbers up to 10. Fill the Split(s)box with as many balls as the number you 
want to partition. When shaken the triangle in the box divides the number of balls in two. 

Contents:
blue plastic box with sliding lid 
(36.5 x 23 x 4.5 cm)
10 yellow plastic balls (3.5 cm Ø)

J1552000 split(s)box teacher

Split(s)cards

Practice the partitions up to 10 in couples. To be used in conjunction with the Split(s)box. 
One pupil shakes and opens the Split(s)box and the other pupil looks for the corresponding 
Split(s)cards. Check with the Split(s)box.

Contents:
2 transparent plastic boxes (8.5 x 5 x 4.5 cm)
in each box 11 plastic cards 

J1553000 split(s)cards
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Calculino

Practise addition and subtraction. 
Work independently or in pairs with this 
self-checking material. When working in 
pairs one child reads out the exercise and 
the other child places the puzzle piece with 
the correct answer on the table. After the 
assignment card is completed, check the 
puzzle pieces on the back.

Contents: 
12 wooden puzzle pieces
20 assignment cards
manual

Wooden box with lid (25.6 x 17.6 x 2.9 cm).

E303000  calculino

01.01Jegro 01Mathematics

Math bus up to 10

The Math bus is designed to help pupils 
to improve their number skills 0-10. 
It develops mathematical awareness, 
including counting skills, number value, 
simple addition and subtraction and 
number equations. 

Contents:
fl at wooden bus (44 x 24 x 2 cm)
10 wooden passengers
plastic assignment cards

J301800 math bus

Available separately:
J3018A0 stand for Math bus up to 10

Counting frame up to 20 teacher

Teachers tool to demonstrate additions and subtractions up to 20. 
Provided with a board to write on. Write a number on the board and 
show with the red and white beads the corresponding number picture 
by sliding the remaining beads behind the white board.

Contents:
wooden counting frame (82 cm)
10 red and 10 white wooden beads (3.5 cm Ø)
wooden whiteboard (35 x 14 cm)
2 metal hooks

J3018200 counting frame up to 20 teacher

Counting frame up to 20 pupils

Practice number skills up to 20. The counting frame is provided 
with a smiley face to show pupils the correct way of using it. Use 
the beads to visualize numbers and arithmetic operations. 
The beads alternate between 5 red and 5 white beads.

Contents: 
wooden counting frame (24 cm) 
10 red and 10 white wooden beads (1 cm Ø)

J3018230  counting frame up to 20 pupils

Math bus up to 20

Math Bus 20 is designed to help pupils 
to achieve improved number skills 0-20. 
It develops mathematical awareness, 
including counting skills, number value, 
simple additions and subtractions and 
number bonds.

Contents:
fl at wooden double-decker bus 
(50 x 25 cm)
20 wooden passengers
7 plastic assignment cards 

J307600 math bus up to 20

Available separately:
J307610 stand for math bus up to 20

NUMERACY   
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Flash cards counting frame up to 20

Flash cards with images of the counting frame to inculcate number representations 0-20. At the bottom of the card the number symbol is 
shown that corresponds with the number representation on the other side of the card. 

Contents:
20 plastic cards 
with 38 assignments (33 x 8 cm)

J3050021  fl ash cards counting frame up to 20

Counting frame stamps

Increase insight into number structures and recognize number symbols 0-20. Use the 
stamps in various ways, such as: stamping sums, number dictation and complementing 
numbers up to 10. With the bead stamps pupils can stamp the correct number of beads in 
the printed counting frame.

Contents:
blue plastic box (10.5 x 8.5 x 5 cm)
6 rubber stamps with wooden handle
- 2 counting frame stamps (width 9.7 cm)
- 2 stamps with 5 beads
- 2 stamps with 1 bead

J1509006 counting frame stamps

Bead bar up to 20 teacher

Practice number pictures with the bead bar. Due to the red and white number structure, number pictures are visible at a glance. For example, 
7 consists of 5 red and 2 white beads.

Contents:
wooden frame (100 cm) with metal rod
10 red and 10 white wooden beads (3.5 cm Ø)

J3018205 bead bar up to 20 teacher

Bead string up to 20 teacher

To demonstrate numbers and arithmetic operations up to 20. 
The beads alternate between 5 red and 5 white beads.

Contents:
10 red and 10 white plastic beads (24 cm Ø) 
white cord (100 cm)

J3018271 bead string up to 20 teacher

Bead string up to 20 pupils

Designed for individual use to develop number skills up to 20. 
The number patterns remain visible as the beads do not slide.

Contents:
10 red and 10 white wooden beads (1 cm Ø) 
red cord (60 cm)

J3018280 bead string up to 20 pupils

Contents:
10 red and 10 white plastic beads (1 cm Ø) 
white cord (50 cm)

J1212002 bead string up to 20 pupils

NUMERACY   

Reasoning with the Rekenrek

Teacher guide on how to use the Rekenrek 
(counting frame). The goal of this book 
is to help teachers see when, why and 
how to use the Rekenrek effectively. In 
this way all pupils develop fundamental 
mathematical concepts, effi cient and 
fl exible thinking strategies.

Contents:
Book with laminated cover, 
48 pages (24 x 17 cm)

J3018295  Reasoning with the Rekenrek

J1212002

J3018280
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Number line up to 20 teacher

To visualize operations up to 20. Attach the number line on a metal-/whiteboard. Use a whiteboard marker to write on the 
strip. The multifunctional number line up to 20 is an additional learning tool based on the 5- and 10-structure in mathematics. 
With the color change red/white, pupils can easily fi nd the place of the numbers 5, 10, 15 and 20.

Contents:
plastic write on/wipe off strip (100 x 15 cm)
5 magnetic strips (8.5 x 2.5 cm)

J3017251 number line up to 20

Number cards up to 20

Increase insight into number structures 0-20. During classroom 
activities each pupil takes one set and places all cards on the 
table in sequence. The teacher asks questions and pupils hold up 
one or multiple number cards in response. In this way all pupils 
are actively involved and the teacher is able to check if everyone 
understood the question. Use the cards at various exercises.

Contents:
transparent plastic box 
(8.5 x 6.5 x 3.5 cm)
21 plastic numbers cards

J1576000 number cards up to 20

Number clips up to 20

Explore the number structure 0-20 with these stand up plastic 
number clips. The clips feature a blue and black side. Make your 
own number line using the included cord. Pupils learn to count 
by ones, twos, fi ves etc. up to 20. Creative use of color allows for 
highlighting topics such as even and odd numbers. 

Contents:
wooden box with separate lid 
21 plastic number clips 
nylon cord 

J577031 number clips up to 20

NUMERACY   
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Base 10 set

Contents:
wooden box (24 x 13 x 12 cm)
5 transparent plastic boxes:
-  1 box with 100 blank wooden units of 1 cm3

-  2 boxes with 10 blank wooden longs of 10 cm3

-  2 boxes with blank wooden fl ats of 100 cm3

blank wooden cube of 1000 cm3

J3015300 base 10 set

Base 10

Use the units, longs, fl ats and cube to materialize the decimal numerical structure. For example the number 132. This number consists 
of 1 hundred, 3 tens and 2 ones. Support this fact by placing 1 fl at, 3 longs and 2 units. Clarify, by using the blocks, the principle of 
conversion of hundreds and tens: 1 fl at is equal to 10 longs and 1 long is equal to 10 units. 

Base 10 assortment

Contents:
wooden box with transparent lid 
(32 x 21.5 x 3.5 cm)
100 blank wooden units of 1 cm3

20 blank wooden longs of 10 cm3

2 blank wooden fl ats of 100 cm3

J3015210 base 10 assortment

Base 10

The mentioned Base 10 materials are also available separately in polybag:

J3015120 base 10 units (100)
J3015110 base 10 units (1000)
J3015111 base 10 longs (100)
J3015113 base 10 fl ats (10)
J3015114 base 10 cube

wooden box with transparent lid 

100 blank wooden units of 1 cm3

20 blank wooden longs of 10 cm3

2 blank wooden fl ats of 100 cm3

Base 10 pupils

Place the card with 100 squares into the 
lid and practice with the units and longs. 
Increase insight into the decimal system. 

Contents:
transparent plastic box (10.3 x 10.3 x 1.3 cm)
20 blank wooden units 1 cm3

8 blank wooden longs 10 cm3

white plastic card with 100 squares

J3015310 base 10 pupils
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Base 10 stamps

Visualize (large) numbers and increase insight 
into the decimal system. To stimulate the 
transfer from concrete to abstract. 

Contents:
yellow plastic box (10.5 x 8.5 x 5 cm)
4 stamps with wooden handle (unit, long, fl at 
and cube)

J3015320 base 10 stamps

Base 10 magnetic 3-D

Magnetic plastic cards with 3-D drawings 
of Base 10 to practice the transfer from 
concrete to abstract. 
The cards visualize units, tens, hundreds 
and thousands.

Contents:
wooden box with separate lid 
(22.5 x 21.5 x 3.5 cm)
plastic cards with 3-D drawings and 
magnetic strips on the back

J3015400 base 10 magnetic 3-D

Visualize (large) numbers and increase insight 
into the decimal system. To stimulate the 

4 stamps with wooden handle (unit, long, fl at 

NUMERACY   

Bead bar up to 100 teacher

Practice number skills up to 100. Write numbers, percentages 
or fractions corresponding with the beads on the school board to 
work on a more abstract level. The beads alternate between 10 red 
and 10 white beads. 

Contents:
wooden frame (150 cm) with metal rod
50 red and 50 white fl at plastic beads (2.8 cm Ø)
2 metal hooks 

J3018220 bead bar up to 100 teacher

Bead bar up to 100 pupils

Practice number skills up to 100. Use the beads to visualize numbers and arithmetic operations. The bead bar fi ts on a pupils table and has 
anti-slip studs. The beads alternate between 10 red and 10 white beads.

Contents:
wooden frame (68 cm) with metal rod and anti-slip studs
50 red and 50 white fl at plastic beads

J3018219 bead bar up to 100 pupils

Bead bar up to 100 teacher

Practice number skills up to 100. Write numbers, percentages 
or fractions corresponding with the beads on the school board to 
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Counting frame up to 100 teacher

To demonstrate and to visualize additions and subtractions up to 100. The beads alternate between 5 red and 5 white beads.

Contents:
wooden frame (50 x 41 cm) with 10 wooden rods 50 red and 50 white plastic beads (2.5 cm Ø)

J3018210 counting frame up to 100 teacher

With color change after 50 beads:
J3018212  counting frame up to 100 teacher color change

Counting frame up to 100 pupils

Practice number skills up to 100. Use the beads to visualize numbers and arithmetic operations. The design of the counting frame makes it 
suitable for both horizontal and vertical use. The beads alternate between 5 red and 5 white beads. 

Contents:
wooden frame (24 x 20 cm) with 10 metal rods 50 red and 50 white wooden beads (1 cm Ø) 

J3018235  counting frame up to 100 pupils 

With color change after 50 beads:
J3018236  counting frame up to 100 pupils color change

Counting frame up to 100 pupils

Practice number skills up to 100. Use the beads to visualize numbers and arithmetic operations. The design of the counting frame makes it 
suitable for both horizontal and vertical use. The beads alternate between 5 red and 5 white beads. 

NUMERACY   
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Bead string up to 100 teacher

Demonstrate numbers and arithmetic operations up to 100. The beads alternate between 10 red and 10 white beads.

Contents:
50 red and 50 white plastic beads  (2.4 cm Ø)  white cord (300 cm)

J3018246 bead string up to 100 teacher

Contents:
50 red and 50 white plastic beads (1.8 cm Ø) white cord (350 cm) tensioner

J1212000 bead string up to 100 teacher

Bead string up to 100 pupils

Helps pupils to develop a visual image for locating large numbers quickly. 
The number patterns remain visible as the beads do not slide. The beads 
alternate between 10 red and 10 white beads.

Contents:
50 red and 50 white wooden beads  (1 cm Ø)  
white cord (150 cm)

J3018250 bead string up to 100 pupils 

Contents:
50 red and 50 white plastic beads  (1 cm Ø)  
white cord (135 cm)

J1212001 bead string up to 100 pupils

Bead string up to 100 pupils

Helps pupils to develop a visual image for 
locating large numbers quickly. The beads alternate 
between 10 red and 10 white beads.

Contents:
50 red and 50 white fl at plastic beads (1.5 cm Ø) 
white cord (120 cm)

J3018260 bead string up to 100 pupils
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Tens cards

Ideal for use in conjunction with bead 
strings and bead bars up to 100.

Contents:
16 plastic cards (5 x 5 cm)
- 9 cards with numbers 10-90
- 7 blank cards to write on
whiteboard marker
16 metal hooks

J3018290 tens cards

Number line up to 100

Visualize operations up to 100. Attach the number line on a metal-/
whiteboard. Use a whiteboard marker to write on the strip. The 
color change in red and white represent the decimal structure. 
As there are no numbers mentioned the number line can be used 
multifunctionally; for example by counting in hundreds it visualizes 
operations up to 1000 as well. 

Contents:
2x plastic write on/wipe off strip 
(100 x 15 cm)
10 magnetic strips (8.5 x 2.5 cm)

J3017250 number line up to 100

Number clips up to 100

Explore the number structure 0-100. Various counting exercises using the number line 
develop insight into the numbers up to 100. Teach aural counting with jumps, for instance. 
Show the number clips with either their blue or their black side. Make your own number line
using the cord (included). 

Contents:
wooden box (37 x 30 x 13 cm)
101 plastic number clips (0-100)
white cord

J577019 number clips up to 100

NUMERACY   
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TT box

Self-checking material to learn the times 
tables 1-10. One side of the card is printed 
with the right sequence whereas the other 
side contains mixed sums of the same table. 
The sums have been printed in black and the 
answers in red. Place the red card on top of 
the card with the sums to hide the answers.

Contents:
transparent plastic box (8 x 4.5 x 1.8 cm)
10 plastic cards
3 red transparent plastic cards

J1354000 TT box

Division help

Self-checking material to learn the division 
tables 1-10. One side of the card is printed 
with the right sequence whereas the other 
side contains mixed sums of the same table. 
The sums have been printed in black and the 
answers in red. Place the red card on top of 
the card with the sums to hide the answers.

Contents:
transparent plastic box (8 x 4.5 x 1.8 cm)
10 plastic cards
3 red transparent plastic cards

J1358000 division help

Self-checking material to learn the times 
tables 1-10. One side of the card is printed 
with the right sequence whereas the other 
side contains mixed sums of the same table. 
The sums have been printed in black and the 
answers in red. Place the red card on top of 
the card with the sums to hide the answers.

transparent plastic box (8 x 4.5 x 1.8 cm)

Self-checking material to learn the division 

with the right sequence whereas the other 
side contains mixed sums of the same table. 
The sums have been printed in black and the 
answers in red. Place the red card on top of 
the card with the sums to hide the answers.
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Magnetic fraction sets

Recognize and name fractions and learn to calculate with fractions. The colors of the 
fraction sets reinforce the relationships between the various fractions. The linear 
fraction sets also show the relationships between the fractions, percentages and decimal 
numbers. The sets contain a magnetic board to which the fractions can be attached.

J1504000 magnetic fraction set round teacher
J1504001 magnetic fraction set round pupils
J1506000 magnetic fraction set linear teacher
J1506001 magnetic fraction set linear pupils

Fraction set round pupils

Round fraction components with bright colors. The set helps 
pupils to discover fractions and to understand the part-whole 
relationship. 

Contents:
transparent plastic box round (9 x 1.7 cm)
plastic fraction parts (0.2 cm thick)
(diameter 1/1 is 8.8 cm)

J1501000 fraction set round pupils

Fraction set square pupils

Square fraction components with bright colors. The set helps 
pupils to discover fractions and to understand the part-whole 
relationship.

Contents:
transparent plastic box (10.1 x 10.1 x 1.6 cm)
plastic fraction parts (0.2 cm thick)
(square 1/1 is 10 x 10 cm)

J1502000 fraction set square pupils

NUMERACY   

Fraction dice large

Dice with round fractions. Name or 
visualize the fraction you throw and check 
your answer by turning the die. Increase 
insight in fractions, the way they can be 
represented into their relationships. 

Contents:
blue plastic box with transparent lid 
(15 x 15 x 5.5 cm)
4 plastic dice (5 cm) with fractions and 
self-check

J1306000 fraction dice large

Clock synchronous teacher

Demonstration clock with a special front that shows the 
PM hours or the minutes (see picture). The hands of the 
clock synchronize.

Contents:
plastic clock (39,5 x 39,5 cm)
mechanism on the back to synchronize the hands
2 wooden holders

J3030500 clock synchronous teacher

Clock analogue-digital teacher

Demonstrates the relationship between digital and analogue time at a glance. The analogue clock face shows hours up to 12 whereas the 
digital clock shows hours up to 24. Both clock times have to be operated manually.

Contents:
wooden board (49 x 12,5 cm)

J3030400 clock analogue-digital teacher
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Clock magnetic teacher

This demonstration clock has a 12- and 24 hour marking and is easy to attach to a magnetic board. Mark the digital times before and after 
noon on the 2 displays with the magnetic number cards. The color of the hands correspond with the color of the displays. 

Contents:
magnetic clock with plastic hands (35.5 x 30 cm)
44 magnetic number cards

J2070000 clock magnetic teacher

What time is it?

Analogue clock to determine the 
time. Pupils practise their skills in 
understanding and verbally expressing 
an hour, half an hour and a quarter of an 
hour.

Contents:
wooden box (34 x 24 x 6 cm)
wooden clock including a stand
4 sets of 12 plastic clock cards
2 x 12 plastic number cards (1-12)

E523138 What time is it?

NUMERACY   

Clocks AM/PM pupils

Writable clocks with 12 and 24 hour marks and a 
digital display. Set the time on the analogue clock 
using the hours and minutes hand and write the 
corresponding digital time with a whiteboard 
marker. 

Contents:
10 plastic clocks (11 x 12 cm)

J2071000 clocks AM/PM pupils

Clocks pupils

Writable clocks with an analogue clock face and 
a digital display. The clocks are available per 10 
pieces with 12 hour marks, 12- and 24 hour marks 
or with 12 hour, 24 hour and minute marks. 

Contents:
10 plastic clocks (11 x 12 cm)

J3030510 clocks 12 and 24 hours pupils
J3030511 clocks 12 hours pupils
J3030512 clocks hours and minutes pupils

Clock small pupils

The 12 hours clock markings are shown in red and 
the 24 hours clock markings in green. The hands 
can be moved but do not move synchronously.

Contents:
plastic clock: 7.3 cm Ø

J2072000 clock small pupils
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Mirror world

Challenging materials to experience mirror images. 
The exercises allow pupils to discover the various 
possibilities and characteristics of the mirror book. 
The attractive materials stimulate to experiment, 
to draw your own shapes and to create your own 
mirror images.

Contents:
wooden box with separate lid (33 x 29 x 4 cm)
2 wooden mirror books
12 plastic assignment cards
2 plastic cards with angles 
4 plastic worksheets for copying
10 colored wooden geometrical shapes
10 colored wooden fi gures
4 yellow and 4 blue plastic strips
8 yellow wooden blocks

J3003172 mirror world in cardboard box

3-Dimensions

Use the blocks to build the different views or 
projections as shown on the assignment cards. 
Use 3 assignment cards with views: 2 side views 
and a view from above or use an assignment 
card with a projection.

Contents:
wooden box (32 x 29.5 x 6 cm)
wooden lid as playing board
3 wooden pillars 
24 wooden blocks 
32 transparent plastic assignment cards
2 plastic drawing sheets (A-4) 

J3003150 3-dimensions

Use the blocks to build the different views or 
projections as shown on the assignment cards. 
Use 3 assignment cards with views: 2 side views 
and a view from above or use an assignment 
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Line puzzle

Recognize shapes and patterns, develop spatial 
reasoning skills and learn about the part-whole 
relationship. Use the jigsaw pieces to create the fi gures 
as shown on the assignment card. The assignment 
cards have an increasing degree of diffi culty. 

Contents:
wooden box with transparent lid 
(18.5 x 18.5 x 3.5 cm) 
12 plastic assignment cards with 22 assignments and 
2 grids
12 plastic jigsaw pieces 

J3005470 line puzzle

Circo

Develop spatial reasoning skills and learn about the part-whole 
relationship. Choose a large, medium or small assignment card. 
The cards contain red and white quarter circles, try to discover them 
and create the fi gures as shown on the assignment card. 
The assignment cards have an increasing degree of diffi culty.

Contents:
wooden box with transparent lid (18.5 x 18.5 x 3.5 cm)
plastic card with grid 
14 plastic assignment cards printed on both sides
32 plastic playing cards with quarter circles 

J3005465 circo

relationship. Use the jigsaw pieces to create the fi gures 

12 plastic assignment cards with 22 assignments and 

Triangle game

Stimulate logical thinking and develop spatial reasoning skills. 
Use the triangles to make the assignment. The exercises have an 
increasing degree of diffi culty. 

Contents:
wooden box with transparent lid (18.5 x 18.5 x 3.5 cm)
12 plastic assignment cards
8 plastic triangles

J3005461 triangle game

Lokon 156 pieces

Contents:
cardboard box (26 x 17 x 7.5 cm) 
156 pieces Lokon of durable plastic:
- 3 different shapes: triangle, square and pentagonal
- 6 colors: red, blue, yellow, green, black and white
 2 plastic instruments for opening and closing the models
inspiration booklet

J3088101 lokon 156 pieces 
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Collage and Craft 
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Paper

Glue and Adhesives
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Interpaint

Suitable for dark surfaces or to mix with other colors.

A062030 gold
A062031 silver
A062032  glitter paint transparent
A062033 brounze
A062034 pearls

Interpaint

Economical, ready-to-use poster paint in large, handy squeeze bottles. The paint flows thickly and dries quickly. Matt finish, covers well. 
Interpaint can be used on almost any absorbent surface. In 1 litre bottles. 

A062601 white
A062603 light yellow
A062605 dark yellow
A062610 orange
A062611 light red
A062612 dark red
A062615 light green
A062616 dark green
A062620 light blue

A062621  dark blue
A062627  brown
A062628  light brown
A062629  chocolate brown
A062645  black
A062650  violet
A062651  pink
A062652  light pink
A062654  flesh tint

A062030 A062032 A062033 A062034A062031

Interpaint varnish

Varnish for protecting posterpainted work. 
Bottle of 1 litre.

A062670 interpaint varnish

Painting aprons

Provided with sleeves 
with elastic cuffs. 
Closed by means of Velcro. 
Made of strong nylon.

A009127 red 3-5 years
A009128 blue for adults

Gouache pastel

The paint is thick liquid and dries quickly. Set of 8 bottles of 500 ml, including the following colors: yellow,  
orange, pink, papaya, light green, blue and violet.

A062500 gouache pastel, set of 8 bottles
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Finger paint

The total finger-painting concept! Until now, finger paint was always sold in buckets, which resulted in children ending up with their little hands 
in the buckets. This creates the problem  of colors becoming mixed and, the amount of bacteria in the finger-paint increases, which is not good 
for hygiene. That is why Heutink has developed a complete set of finger paints with each color provided by the litre in a handy squeeze bottle. 
There are 8 magnificent colors, the paint is non-toxic and in the right spreadable consistency. 

A030001 white
A030002 yellow
A030003 red
A030004 violet
A030005 blue

A030006 green
A030007 brown
A030008 black
A030009 orange

Textile printing paint

High-quality textile paint ready for use. Can be used on various natural and synthetic fibres. 
Once dry, it can be fixed by ironing on the back at 150° C for approx. 4 minutes. Washable up 
to 40° C. In 500 ml bottles.

A062260 yellow
A062261 blue
A062262 red
A062263 black
A062264 white
A062265 green

Finger paint pots

A set of 10 finger paint pots with lid. The 
shape of the jars make cleaning easy and 
also prevent spills. Small quantities can 
easily be stored because a transparent lid 
fits on the jar. When the jars are empty, 
they can easily be stashed away, as they 
are stackable. 

A522790 finger paint pots, set of 10

Set of 6 assorted 500 ml bottles in the colors 
yellow, blue, red, black, white and green.

A062250 set of 6 bottles
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Long handled lyons paint brushes

Blank varnished wooden handle, fitted with a seamless aluminium ferrule. Short pig hair, so-called Gussow model. The length of the 
handles vary from 28 to 35 cm. For tempera and oil painting. Box contains 12 brushes.

Flat ferrule
A040111 no. 2
A040112 no. 4
A040113 no. 6
A040114 no. 8
A040115 no. 10
A040116 no. 12
A040117 no. 14
A040118 no. 16
A040119 no. 18
A040120 no. 20
A040121 no. 22
A040122 no. 24

Short handled lyons paint brushes

Blank varnished wooden handle, fitted with a seamless aluminium ferrule. Short pig hair, so called Gussow model. The length of the brushes 
vary from 17 to 20 cm. For tempera and oil painting. Box contains 12 brushes.

Flat ferrule
A040145 no. 4
A040146 no. 6
A040147 no. 8
A040148 no. 10

A040149 no. 12
A040150 no. 14  
A040151 no. 16  
A040152 no. 18  

Round ferrule
A040180 no. 4
A040181 no. 6
A040182 no. 8
A040183 no. 10

A040184 no. 12
A040185 no. 14
A040186 no. 16
A040187 no. 18

Round ferrule
A040170 no. 4
A040171 no. 6
A040172 no. 8
A040173 no. 10
A040174 no. 12
A040175 no. 14
A040176 no. 16
A040177 no. 18

Water color paint brushes

Transparent red varnished wooden handle, fitted with a seamless aluminium ferrule. The brushes vary in length from 17 to 21 cm. Pony hair. 
Box contains 12 brushes.

A040070 no. 1
A040071 no. 2
A040072 no. 3
A040073 no. 4
A040074 no. 5
A040075 no. 6

Stencil brushes

Eminently suitable for spatter painting and stencilling.
Box contains 12 brushes.

A077036 no. 4, diameter 6 mm
A077037 no. 8, diameter 10 mm
A077038 no. 10, diameter 12 mm
A077039 no. 16, diameter 18 mm

Ergonomic brush for toddlers

Brush made specifically for toddlers. With wooden handle, in the 
colors red, yellow, blue and green. Diameter of the handle at the 
top is around 25 mm, diameter of the hair bundle 12 mm and length 
of the hairs 45 mm. Length: 17 cm. Box contains 12 brushes.

A040100 brush for toddlers

A040076 no. 7
A040077 no. 8
A040078 no. 9
A040079 no. 10
A040080 no. 11
A040081 no. 12
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Paint pot glass

Empty paint pot made of glass. Including lid.

A040110 paint pot glass 60 ml

Paint trays

Rounded plastic trays with flat base. Set of 3 pieces.
Ø 44, 50 en 57 mm.

A040098 paint trays, set of 3

Non spill paint pots

Made of unbreakable plastic with a grip-tight lid, 
which prevents the paint from drying out and spilling. 
Available in 125 and 320 ml sizes. 

A512268 125 ml
A512058 320 ml

Rectangle model for 6 pots in a row. Pots excluded.

A512060 tray for 6 pots of 125 ml
A512061 tray for 6 pots of 320 ml

Palette / Temperablock holder

Suitable for 6 tempera blocks with a diameter up to 55 mm. Can also be used in combination 
with ready mixed paint.

A040134 palette / tempera block holder

A512060
A512268

A512061 

A512265

A512059

Two-Piece Paint Palette Tray

A522097 Two-Piece Paint Palette Tray

Plastic stand with deep receptacles. Complete with non-spill pots/
rectangle model (2 x 3 pots).

A512059 6 x 320 ml pots
A512265  6 x 125 ml pots

Spatterframe

Size: 9 x 13,5 cm. Plastic

A047001 spatterframe

Paint drying rack small

Sturdy drying rack with foldable metal shelves and three wheels 
for ease of mobility. Fits paper up to size A2. Delivered fl at packed. 
25 shelves, 46 cm wide and 34 cm deep. Height: 97 cm.

A523019 Paint drying rack small, foldable

Paint drying rack large

30 shelves, 71 cm wide and 50 cm deep (A2). Height: 112 cm.

A523033 paint drying rack large, foldable
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Colored hexagonal pencils Goldline

Made from premium quality materials.  
Hexagonal model, with a 3.7 mm lead.  
One dozen per color in a cardboard box.

A061001 light yellow
A061002 orange 
A061003 dark brown
A061004 light green 
A061005 dark green
A061006 light blue 
A061007 dark blue
A061008 violet
A061009 light red
A061010 dark red
A061011 light brown

A061112 metal tin with 12 pieces in assorted colors
A061144 cardboard box with 288 pieces in 12 assorted colors

A061012 black
A061013 white
A061014 pink
A061015 dark yellow
A061016 flesh color
A061017 grey

Colored triangular pencils Goldline

The ergonomic shape of these triangular pencils  
makes them suitable for teaching children  
the correct writing position. Lead 3.7 mm. 
One dozen per color in a cardboard box.

A061250 yellow
A061251 orange
A061252 black
A061253 red
A061254 brown

A061255 light blue
A061256 dark blue
A061257 purple
A061258 light green
A061259 dark green

Colored triangular pencils Goldline in metal tin 

Metal tin with 12 pencils in assorted colors.

A061266 colored triangular pencils goldline in metal tin

Colored triangular pencils Goldline cardboard box 

Cardboard box with 288 colored triangular pencils. (24 x 12 colors).

A061267 colored triangular pencils goldline, 24 x 12 colors

Jumbo pencils Goldline

Excellent pencils for toddlers. Ergonomic trianglar shape.  
Lead 5 mm. One dozen assorted colors per cardboard box.

A061280 12 pencils assorted colors
A061281 box of 144 pencils assorted colors

A061260 white
A061261 pink
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Metallic hexagonal pencils

One dozen per color in a cardboard box.

A061086 metallic hexagonal pencils, gold
A061087 metallic hexagonal pencils, silver

Blacklead triangular pencils Goldline

Box of 72 pieces, HB lead.

A061240 blacklead triangular pencils goldline

Blacklead hexagonal pencils Goldline

Box of 12 pieces. HB Lead. varnished in yellow color.

A061065 blacklead hexagonal pencils goldline
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Felt tip pens Goldline

Felt tip pens provided with an air-let-through top. Plastic holder in 
the relevant color. Washable ink. Supplied in a case of 10 pieces.

A080301 felt tip pens goldline, set of 10 assorted colors

Felt tip pens Giant

10 colors in plastic case.
 
A080024 felt tip pens giant, box of 10

Felt tip Heutink Basic 

24 assorted colors in plastic etui.

Felt tip
A080058 set of 10 
A080063 set of 24

Wax crayons

Wax crayons that give lots of color. The crayons are 116 
mm long and 14 mm in diameter. 
Box contains 12 pieces in assorted colors.

A010001 wax crayons, box of 12 assorted colors
A010002 Wax crayons, box of 144 assorted colours

Felt tip pens Goldline thick

Thick round felt tip pens in 10 assorted colors.

Felt tip pens
A080037 box of 10
A080039 box of 120

Basic Markers: Medium Point - 10 Colors

Set of 10 colors assorted. Washable ink. 

A080023  basic markers
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Click buttons

These transparent plastic buttons consist of a clear front piece, 
a backing piece and a pin, and can easily be put together thanks 
to the click system. They offer many opportunities for creative 
applications, such as combining them with origami, stickers and 
paper and fabric applications. Can also be used as name badges. 
Can be used several times. Box of 50 pieces per shape.

A048601  click buttons, round, diameter 53 mm

Confettinos

Confettinos are stamped shapes made of the same material as sequins. They can be used as 
decoration on greetings cards, small boxes etc. Various colors in a bag.  
Contents: 14 grammes.

A037203 stars
A037204 hearts

Raffia natural

A036065 pack of 700 grams
A036070 pack of 150 grams

Cascade chenille pack

To make a collage, soft shapes can be pinned, glued, stapled or oversewn. 
Diameter 12 mm, 20 pieces of 50 cm in assorted colors.

A036190 cascade chenille pack

Artificial raffia

Color fast. Eminently suitable for decorative plaiting, crocheting, 
weaving and craftwork. A major advantage of this raffia is that each 
hank is wound in such a way that thread does not tangle.  
Do not remove the wrapping label.

Length: approx. 20 m. 
A036066 natural
A036200 red
A036201 green
A036202 yellow
A036203 blue
A036204 brown

A036205 orange
A036206 white
A036207 purple
A036208 black
A036199 10 assorted hanks

Chenille/Modelling pipecleaners

Good quality pipe cleaners, great for all kinds of crafting. 

Diameter: 6 mm. Length: 5 m.
A036050 20 pieces in 10 assorted colors

Diameter: 12 mm. Length: 50 cm .
A036293 20 pieces in assorted colors
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Weaving mats

Size: 15 x 20 cm. Pack of 100 sheets.
A522170  white

Size: 12 x 17 cm. Pack of 50 assorted sheets. 
A083093  colored

Ergonomic pricker

Ergonomic, practical pricker made of plastic with stainless steel 
tip. A specially shaped finger grip ensures good grip of the fingers 
and stops it from rolling away. 

Length: 14 cm
A522761  ergonomic pricker

Pricking felt

Pricking felt suitable for the pricking board. 
Dimensions: 20 x 15 x 0.9 cm

A083002  pricking felt

Icelolly sticks

Width 10 mm. Length 11.3 cm

A036211 4500 pieces
A750343  500 pieces, assorted colours

Matches

Dimensions 60 x 2 x 2 mm.

A036212 box of 4000 pieces in assorted colors
A036295 box of 5500 pieces natural

Woodsies

11 different shapes of wooden discs to create all kinds of figurative 
creatures. Easy to paint. Bag of 350 pieces.

A036222  woodsies

A750343

Cloth peg

Excellent quality handicraft item.

A036210 cloth peg halves, bag of 1000 pieces
A036220 cloth peg mini, 50 pieces

A036210

A036220

Skewers

Original quality, length 180 mm. Bag of 1000 pieces.

A036219 skewers

Skill sticks

Wood for crafts. Ice-lolly sticks with 
notches, which increase the possibilities. 
Length 110 mm, width 10 mm. Bag of 150 
pieces.

A036221 skill sticks
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Ornamental feathers

Colored feathers, 10 - 15 cm, assorted bag.

A054016 ornamental feathers, bag of 45 pieces

Puzzle blank

Make your own puzzle by using paint, crayons or any other 
material. 30 pieces. Size 30 x 21 cm.

A062123 puzzle blank

Cotton wool balls

White cotton wool balls, for use in combination with crepe paper 
as well as for making dolls and other fi gures. It is also possible to 
paint the balls.

A036121  diameter 20 mm, 
50 pieces

A036122  diameter 25 mm, 
50 pieces

A036123  diameter 30 mm, 
25 pieces

A036124  diameter 40 mm, 
25 pieces

Nylon cord

Length: 100 m, diameter: 0,5 mm, clear.

A036079  nylon cord

Glitter

Glitter makes decorating much more fun. Packed in bottles of 
700 grammes.

A036105 holographic
A036106 red 
A036127 silver
A036128 gold
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Novel paper for painting

90 gsm, pack of 500 sheets.

A092011 50 x 65 cm
A092012 32.5 x 50 cm
A092014 25 x 32.5 cm

Colored craft paper 

Pack of 180 sheets 120 gsm Colored craft paper. 

A120601  assorted colors and white, 50 x 70 cm
A120602 assorted colors and white, 21 x 29.7 cm  

light green light blue GoldOrange Silverocher yellow

cherry red chrismas
green

Salmon bright 
orange

deer 
brown

canary 
yellow

pearl 
grey

black cerise May green white lilaheavens 
blue

navy blue

Colored cardboard

Pack of 180 sheets 160 gsm, size: 50 x 70 cm. 

A028601  17 assorted colors + white

Hobby cardboard  

Pack of 100 sheets 340 gsm, 10 assorted colors,  
colored one side. 

A083060 29 x 42 cm
A083061 42 x 58 cm

Perforated / embroidery cardboard

290 gsm, size: 24.5 x 34.5 cm. 
Pack of 100 sheets. 10 assorted colors.

A049008 perforated / embroidery cardboard
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Perforated / embroidery cardboard  
“Floriade” 290 gsm

290 gsm perforated cards. Size: 23.7 x 31.2 cm. 
100 assorted sheets. 13 Colors and white.

A049007 perforated / embroidery cardboard

Floriade crepe paper

Extra quality. Size 50 x 250 cm. 
30% stretch. Around 27 gsm. 

A083103 white
A083104 yellow
A083105 orange
A083106 red
A083107 pink
A083108 brown
A083109 light blue
A083110 dark blue
A083111 purple
A083112 light green
A083113 dark green
A083114 black

Box of 10 x 10 colors
A083115 assorted colors

Crepe paper animal print and party print

Extra quality. Size 50 x 250 cm. 
30% stretch. Around 27 gsm. 

A083116 animalprint
A083117 party print

Craft paper 60 gsm 12 assorted colors

Pack of 480 in 12 colors. Contents per pack:
40 sheets of may green, lemon dark blue, fuchsia, light blue,  
corn yellow, orange, white, dark brown, dark green and black.

Square
A084011 10 x 10 cm 
A084012 12 x 12 cm 
A084013 16 x 16 cm
A084014 20 x 20 cm 

A084011 - A084014

A084015 - A084022

Round
A084015 ø 12 cm 
A084016 ø 16 cm 
A084022 ø 20 cm 
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Craft paper 120 gsm 12 assorted colors 

Pack of 480 sheets in 12 colors, 40 each. 
Colors:  red, yellow, dark blue, light blue, light green, violet, orange, brown, grey, black, cerise and dark green. 

A084034 8 x 8 cm 
A084035 10 x 10 cm 
A084036 12 x 12 cm 
A084037 16 x 16 cm 
A084038 20 x 20 cm

A084034 - A084068

Craft paper 140 gsm 12 assorted colors

Pack of 240 sheets in 12 colors, 20 each. 
Colors: red, yellow, marine blue, light blue, may green, violet, orange, brown, grey, black, cerise and dark green.

A084002 10 x 10 cm 
A084003 12 x 12 cm 
A084004 16 x 16 cm 
A084005 20 x 20 cm
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Weaving strips 60 gsm

Pack of 480 strips in 12 colors, 40 each. 
Colors: may green, lemon, red, dark blue, fuchsia, light blue, 
corn yellow, orange, white, dark brown, dark green and black.

A084020 50 x 1.5 cm
A084021 50 x 2 cm

Weaving strips 120 gsm

Pack of 480 strips in 12 colors, 40 each. 
Colors: red, yellow, marine blue, light blue, may green, violet, orange, brown, grey, black, cerise and dark green.

A084006 50 x 1 cm
A084007 50 x 1.5 cm
A084008 50 x 2 cm
A084010 50 x 4 cm

Head strips 

Pack of 240 strips in 12 colors, 20 each. Colors: cherry red, 
canary yellow, marine blue, sky blue, may green, violet, orange, 
fawn, pearl grey, black, cerise and dark green.

A028098 140 gsm, 70 x 10 cm
A028068 290 gsm, 70 x 7 cm

Head strips 140 gsm white
Pack of 250 strips. Size 70 x 10 cm.
A028102 head stripes white

Boxes for folding paper

A009140 10 x 10 cm
A009141 12 x 12 cm
A009142 16 x 16 cm
A009143 20 x 20 cm

Craft paper display

Blank varnished plywood displays. Space for 
all sizes craft paper sheets. Height: 36 cm.

A522675 craft paper display (excluding boxes)

Weaving strips display

Useful display to store weaving strips. It has compartments 
for strips with 1, 1.5, 2 and 4 cm width. Size: 53 x 12.5 x 7 cm.

A522620 weaving strips display
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Glue powder Glutofix

Transparent cellulose glue in powdered form. Particularly 
suitable for bonding of paper and paper-mache. Box 500 grams. 
Solvent free.

A030043 glue powder glutofix

Glue powder ”plakplak”

Transparent cellulose glue in powdered form. Particularly 
suitable for bonding of paper and paper-mache. Box of 500 grs. 
Solvent free.

A030044  glue powder ”plakplak”, box 500 grams

Inter glue

Environmentally friendly. A really spectacular glue with 
excellent adhesive qualities and extremely low price. Suitable 
for materials as paper, cardboard, wood, felt, textiles, leather, 
etc. Inter glue dries completely transparent, is easily washable, 
easy to remove from the fingers and, of course, non-toxic. Water 
based.

A016001 115 ml
A016005 1000 ml

Heutink Toddler glue

Child-safe, scentless, easily washable glue. Suited for sticking 
on paper, cardboard, cork, wood, felt, styrofoam and light 
plastics. 

A081095 115 ml
A081096 1 liter
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Glue brushes

Box with 12 brushes. 

A040094 glue brushes wood 12 cm

Inter glue sticks

Excellent adhesive quality at very low cost. The PVP glue dries 
transparent and is washable. Quickly drying. Solvent-free. 
For paper, cardboard and photos.

A081060 20 grams
A081061 40 grams

Collall jar of glue paste

Convenient plastic jar of glue paste.  
Jar of 150 ml. 

A082010 collall jar of gluepaste

Plastic underlayment

Prevents desks from getting dirty because of glue.

A009149 19 x 33 cm
A009150 40 x 57 cm
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Scissors Kidicut

These practicing scissors are developed in order to guarantee 
the safety of children (rounded tip) and comfort in using them. 
- suitable for small hands
- security blades
-  is suitable for cutting paper till ca. 250 grams
- assorted colors

A076100 scissors kidicut, 12 cm

Scissors with cutting assistance 
Koopy Fun Panda

This pair of practicing scissors is equipped with an automatic opener, which makes 
cutting more easily.
- good grip
- suitable for small hands
- rounded tip for improved safety
- assorted colors

A076101 scissors with cutting assistance koopy fun panda, 13 cm

Basic scissors Vivo Shape 3D

A better grip by means of ergonomic 3D rings. 
- suitable for small hands
- symmetrical
- assorted colors

A076110 16 cm
A076111 16 cm left-handed

Basic scissors Vivo Refl ex 3D

A better grip and safer for children’s hands by means of 
ergonomic 3D rings. 
- suitable for small hands
- rounded tip for improved safety
- symmetrical
- assorted colors

A076105 12 cm
A076106  12 cm left-handed

Training scissor

Double loops on each handle allow teacher and child to 
simultaneously complete the cutting action. Right-handed.

A076036 training scissor, 17.5 cm blunt tips

Stand for scissors

Wooden stand to store scissors.

A009132 stand for scissors, 12 holes

Hobby scissor Creacut, 
1 frame + 5 sets of blades

This pair of scissors merely cuts through paper. Due to the 
fi berglass blades no skin, hair or fabric can be cut. 
-  easily replaceable blades
-  set of 5 different cutting patterns, replaceable motives
-  cuts 40 to 250 grams paper

A076143  pink set in storage box
A076144 blue set in storage box

01.01Arts & Crafts 03Scissors
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Paper scissors Expert

Quality scissors, equipped with ergonomic 3D rings.
- double sharpened
- extra strong stainless steel quality
- lifelong warranty
- ergonomical-red
- asymmetrical

A076140 21 cm left-handed
A076141 25 cm

Basic scissors metal

Classic metal scissors with sharp point.

A076124 12 cm
A076125 17 cm
A076126 20 cm

Precise scissors

Precise scissors, for work pieces by hand or 3D cutting.
- pointed tip
- with protective sleeve

A076142 precise scissors, 13 cm

A076126

A076124

A076125

Scissors plus Sensoft 3D

These scissors are equipped with fl exible handles to provide excellent and soft comfort. 
-  stainless steel
- suitable for small hands
- symmetrical
- assorted colors

Rounded tip
A076112 13.5 cm 
A076113 13.5 cm left-handed

Pointed tip
A076114 16 cm
A076115 16 cm left-handed

A076112

A076113 A076115

A076114

01.01Arts & Crafts 03Scissors
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Basic scissors Zenoa Fit
The Zenoa Fit series is characterized by a high degree of comfort and precision, due to 
the soft strips on the inner sides of the rings. These strips reduce the pressure on the 
fi ngers. 
- rounded tip for improved safety
- ergonomic rings
- blue or gray edition

A076132 17 cm symmetrical
A076133 18 cm asymmetrical
A076134 21 cm asymmetrical

Scissors Zenoa Fit

The Zenoa Fit series is being characterised by a high degree of 
comfort and precision, due to the soft strips on the inner sides of 
the rings. These strips reduce the pressure on the fi ngers. 
- ergonomic rings 
- decorated stainless steel blades
- rounded tip for improved safety
- asymmetric
- assorted colors

A076130 13 cm
A076131 15 cm

Pinking shears

Cast iron with plastic handles. Right-handed only.

A076007 19 cm pinking shears

Pair of tin-snips with 
transmission 

Pair of tin-snips with transmission, that 
makes the cutting of metal more easily 
and lighter. 

A752968  pair of tin-snips with 
transmission 

Basic scissors Essentials soft

Equipped with soft inner rings for more comfort, stainless steel 
blades and screw. 

A076120 17 cm symmetrical
A076121 21 cm asymmetrical (1 s)

Diamond scissors

Exclusive Diamond technology, provided 
with diamond coating for extreme 
resistance.
-  soft handels
-  thick blades of high quality stainless 

steel
-  premium stainless steel with high a 

high carbon content
-  lifelong warranty
-  comfortable for both left and right-

handed

A076150 17 cm symmetrical
A076151 21 cm asymmetrical (1 s)

A076132

A076133

A076134

A076130

A076131

01.01Arts & Crafts 03Scissors
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Anti-dust chalk

Dust-free blackboard chalk. Prevents chalk waste while writing 
and chalk clouds while wiping off.

Packed per dozen.
A035006 white
A035016 assorted colors

Ink pad 

Size: 7 x 11 cm.
A132031 blue

Sticky pads Heutink

Double sided adhesive pads for non-permanent mounting. 
Solvent free, safe and easy for children to use. Pack of 100 
grams.

A081070 sticky pads Heutink

Desktop pencil sharpener

Suitable for all kinds of pencils (including triangular) up to 12 mm. Supplied complete with desk clamp. Adjustable tip thickness from 0.5 to 
4.8 mm. Replacement internal mechanism including handle and tray can be supplied separately. Color black.

A035055 desk top pencil sharpener
A035054 spare tray 
A035056 spare mechanism

Pencil sharpeners Heutink

Revolutionary double hole plastic sharpeners from the Heutink 
homebrand, which are extremely useable for most pencils. 
Available in a hexagonal and triangular model, with or without 
container. The without container models (025.211 and 025.212) 
can be used as replacement for a (new) inner part of the container 
models (025.213 and 025.214).

Without container
A025211 red, for hexagonal pencils
A025212 blue, for triangular pencils

With container
A025213 red, for hexagonal pencils
A025214  blue, for triangular pencils

Cutting mat

3 mm thick.

Cutting Mat
A021530 30 x 45 cm
A021531 45 x 60 cm
A021532 60 x 90 cm

01.01Arts & Crafts 03Desk Articles
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Winther Circleline Tricycles

The classic tricycle in a brand new design. Every child loves the freedom to get around on the tricycle. It is easy to move forward, trains the 
muscles and develops motor skills.

Tricycle Small: 68 x 45 x 51 cm, seat height: 27 cm, age: 2 - 4 years.
Tricycle Medium: 79 x 52 x 60 cm, seat height: 24 cm, age: 3 - 6 years.
Tricycle Large:: 92 x 58 x 71 cm, seat height: 41 cm, age: 4 - 8 years.

W242000 tricycle small
W242100 tricycle medium
W242200  tricycle large

Winther Circleline Easy Rider

This is a cool vehicle! Who will be the first on the playground to 
capture this great trike? You can easily imagine driving a Harley-
Davidson or a Formula 1 racing car.
68 x 45 x 51 cm
seat height: 19 cm 
age: 4 - 7 year

W242300 easy rider

W242000

W242100

W242200
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Winther Circleline Taxi

A taxi is lots of fun and provides many great play ideas. 
The children love the role-playing games bringing extra 
features and imagination into their games with their friends.
115 x 58 x 60 cm 
seat height: 35 cm 
age: 3 - 7 year

W242400 circleline taxi

Winther Circleline Scooter

The scooter challenges the children’s sense of coordination and 
balance. After driving on a tricycle it is a new world to scoot around 
on 2 wheels! Lots of fun for everyone. 
101 x 45 x 76 cm
age: 3 - 5 year

W242500 circleline scooter

W522000

Winther Circleline: Safety Roller

Maximum stability. This makes it ideal for children who need to 
develop their balance and motor skills as well as for children with 
reduced capabilities
48 x 81 x 76 cm
age: 3 - 7 year

W243200 safety roller
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Winther Circleline Police

All bad guys better watch out. The police are here. This cool trike 
quickly becomes the natural centre for social acitivities on the 
playground. 
101 x 59 x 61 cm
seat height: 34 cm
age: 4 - 8 year

W242800 police

Winther Circleline School Bus

It is time for school! The driver will arrive to pick you up in a minut. 
This fun vehicle is excellent for role playing with the classical 
scene of a driver picking up his passengers. It strengthens both 
social and motor skills.
101 x 59 x 61 cm
seat height: 34 cm
age: 4 - 7 year

W243100 school bus

Winther Circleline Fire truck

Most children imagine how it would be like to put out a fire. This 
truck enables their imagination to be set free. Very stimulating and 
engaging vehicle on the playground.
101 x 59 x 61 cm
seat height: 34 cm
age: 4 - 8 year

W242900 fire truck

Winther Cicleline Ambulance
Accoord: Nee 

Emergency situations with happy endings are typical role-play 
situations for the children. Now they can really play they are 
medics or nurses right on the spot. 
101 x 59 x 61 cm
seat height: 34 cm
age: 4 - 8 year

W243000 ambulance
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Instruments

There is music all around you! Wouldn’t it be great to make your own music to express yourself? 
Make music with Educo.

Creative play >> Music >> Instruments

Music set toddlers

This set allows you to create sessions of 
musical activities where every child will 
can choose its own instrument: colors and 
rhythms will animate the class. A colorful 
selection of 12 instruments to be shaken, 
scratched and knocked to discover the 
world of the small percussions. 

Box dimensions: 38.5 x 28 x 24 cm.

F085124  music set toddlers

Music instrument set

This set consists of 20 instruments: 
2 sets of bell bracelets, 2 bell sticks, hand 
drum, 1x tambourine large (open), 1x 
tambourine small, 2x triangle, woodblock, 
castanets, tube drum, hand bells, 2 sets 
of shaker eggs, samba balls, 1x cymbals, 
2x claves. The instruments may vary from 
the picture in color and size.

F522160  music instrument set 

World instruments

This beautiful school pack contains 
multicultural musical instruments. 
14 different percussion instruments from 
Ghana, India and Indonesia are supplied in 
a large basket. 

Contents: 
samba whistle
keseng  
keseng
kese kese
hochet
maracas
shaker  
tartan
frog etc. ø 38 cm

F085125  world instruments

Class percussion pack

This musical set is designed to respect 
certain balance between the various 
tones and materials. Specially adapted 
to a whole class. It allows a big variety of 
sounds for a collective practice. 

28 Instruments: 
triangles, bells, egg shakers, tambourine,  
woodblock, a pair of claves, kazoo, little 
drum, rattle, etc.

All contained in a sturdy storage  
box with lid. 

F085123  class percussion pack
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Frame drum

ø 22 cm

F085036

Bongo drums

F085043

Frame drum 

Tunable ø 22 cm

F085101

01.01Special selection 04Music

Ocean drum

Reproduce the sounds of the ocean from gentle rolling to 
thunderous cash of waves. These effects are created by the 
hundreds of moving pallets that are inside the drum. The child has 
to concentrate very hard to create the different sounds.

F085136  ocean drum

Rainmaker

Create the soft, gentle sound of falling rain with these rainmakers. 
Available in different lengths.

F085132  rainmaker 50 cm
F085133  rainmaker 75 cm

Djembe

These hand crafted djembe from West Africa are made out of one 
piece of wood. These instruments are easy to play and are a nice 
addition to your collection of music instruments.

F085127  djembe 23 cm
F085128  djembe 36 cm
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Tambourine 

With natural skin and single row jingles

F085035

01.01Special selection 04Music

Tube 2 tones 

With beater

F085032

Guiro

F085041

Tambourine

Double headless

F085037  

Boomwhacker

F085038

Triangle 

Triangle with beater. 15 cm

F085104

Hand drum

 ø 30 cm Orff

F085004

Trommel drum

Grote trommels met natuurvellen en volle 
klanken. Licht en stevig.

Trommel Drum
F102153 18 cm (Ø 28 cm)  
F102154 31 cm (Ø 17 cm)

F102153

F102154
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Recorder

F085044

Beater wood

F085110

Wood-block 

F085107

Recorder

F085045

Kazoo

F085112

Wooden  maracas 

F085103

Pipe Drum: 2 Tone

F085002
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Tuning Fork 

F085033

Metal Shaker Tube

F085021

Rhythm Sticks (2)

F085024

Holder boomwhacker

F085046

Xylophone case 

 8 chime bars (do5 to do6)  
in plastic case

F085034

Pianot

F085050
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Clearly defi ned goals contribute to positive learning outcomes.

Hape’ Home Education offers clear learning goals to assist in preparing young children for school.

Get children playing and fi nd new ways to strengthen their confi dence and determination to learn.

Petri Duysters MSc. Ed. – Educo developer, Netherlands

Kids teaching parents  • parents teaching kids
Parents and children bond, learn and have fun when playing with Hape’ Home Education. 

Based on the early learning classroom games from the popular Netherlands brand Educo, 

the Hape’ games are also endorsed by teachers worldwide.

Help your children build life skills using Language play, Mathematical play, Motor play and 

Puzzle play.

Language play
Vocabulary   Discrimination   Speech

Mathematical play
Numeracy   Geometry   Measuring

Motor play
Motor  skills

Puzzle play
Problem solving

Mathematical play

Motor play

Motor skills

Puzzle play

Problem solving

Language play

Vocabulary Discrimination Speech

Numeracy Geometry Measuring

Learning
is at the heart

of our toys

01.01Special selection 04HapeLanguage play

Mathematical play

Motor play

Puzzle play
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Language play >> Vocabulary Language play >> Discrimination

Language play >> Speech

Converse

Find, match and describe pairs of 
opposites.

Contents:
20 pairs of playing cards
red card

Age: 4Y+

H006314 converse

Trio

Cards are sorted into similar groups of 3.

Contents:
21 image cards printed on both sides (14 groups of 3)

Age: 4Y+

H006316 trio

Combino

Use the transparent image overlays to 
complete the game board pictures.

Contents:
3 game boards
24 transparent cards

Age: 4Y+

H006313 combino

Listen to clues

Children use their own words to guide one 
another in selecting the correct picture 
order.

Contents:
4 game strips - color dot key on reverse  
(for active listener)
32 playing cards, printed on both sides 
(for speaker)

Age: 4Y+

H006315 listen to clues

Language play
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Mathematical play >> Numeracy

Find and count colors

Explore the game board, count the colors, collect beads and 
compare results.

Contents:
4 game boards
4 game strips
45 beads

Age: 3Y+

H006301 find and count colors

Parity

Tree fruit pins, dots, and number cards have to be grouped by the 
same value.

Contents:
5 game boards
20 number and pie chart cards
55 chips in 5 colors
55 tree “fruit” pins in 5 colors

Age: 4Y+

H006302 equate

Theme count

Search the theme cards and match the 
equal amounts.

Contents:
4 game boards 
32 playing cards (8 per theme)

Age: 4Y+

H006303 theme count
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Mathematical play >> MeasuringMathematical play >> Geometry

Cross out

Name the items that belong together and “X” out the odd item.

Contents:
12 game cards
4 red “X” cards

Age: 4Y+

H006308 cross out

Rings & sticks

Use the colorful plastic shapes, copy the colored outlines of the 
game card picture.

Contents:
8 activity cards printed on both sides
rings and sticks

Age: 3Y+

H006309 rings & sticks

Logic beads

Copy the image card bead pattern and 
then string the beads.

Contents:
72 beads in 3 shapes, 3 different sizes and 
4 colors
6 game cards printed on both sides
cord

Age: 4Y+

H006312 logic beads

Path fi nder

Measure, compare and complete the path.

Contents:
wooden game board
30 sticks 2x orange, 4x red, 6x blue, 8x green, 10x yellow
colored die

Age: 4Y+

H006304 path fi nder

Resulta

Put the 3 playing cards in order to see how the end results are 
made.

Contents:
24 playing cards, logically grouped in sets of 3

Age: 4Y+

H006305 resulta

Mathematical play
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Shape & shadow

Match the shadow image cards with their colored pictures.

Contents:
4 game boards (color / positive images)
16 shadow playing cards (grey / negative images)

Age: 4Y+

H006306 shape & shadow

Story lines

Arrange the cards to complete the story 
about cause and effect.

Contents:
3 themed game boards, each with 4 lines 
of paired images
24 separate playing cards (8 sets coded 
per theme), printed on both sides

Age: 4Y+

H006307 story lines

Mathematical play
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Motor play >> Motor skills

Bead do

Fill the transparent board with the colorful beads to create a 
picture.

Contents:
transparent bead boards - square
8 patterned image cards
120 plastic beads with 6 colors

Age: 4Y+

H006310 bead do

Scribble maze

Use the cup to guide the marble through 
the maze while avoiding the holes.

Contents:
4 game boards printed on both sides
4 transparent cups: 2 large and 2 small 
4 marbles in 2 colors
red felt  

Age: 3Y+

H006311 scribble maze

Motor play
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Puzzle play >> Puzzles

Inlay board-vehicles

Ten lift-out shapes in each scene. Familiarize children with the 
names of various vehicles.

Contents:
puzzle frame
10 lift-out shapes

Age: 2Y+

H006319 inlay board-vehicles

Inlay board-geometric shapes

Ten lift-out shapes in each scene. Familiarize children with the 
names of various geometric shapes.

Contents:
puzzle frame
10 lift-out shapes

Age: 2Y+

H006320 inlay board-geometric shapes

Inlay board-fruit

Ten lift-out shapes in each scene. Familiarize children with the 
names of various fruits. 

Contents:
puzzle frame
10 lift out shapes

Age: 2Y+

H006317  inlay board-fruit

Inlay board-animals

Ten lift-out shapes in each scene. 
Familiarize children with the names of 
various animals.

Contents:
puzzle frame
10 lift-out shapes

Age: 2Y+

H006318 inlay board-animals

Puzzle play
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